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Abstract  

Operational research (OR) analysts, particularly those embedded at field stations in coastal operational 

commands, may be called upon to evaluate table-top wargames, table-top and live exercises, and live 

experimentation. To increase efficiency and mitigate duplication of effort, an Exercise and Experimentation 

(Ex2) Support Framework is proposed to support OR analysts in the evaluation of these activities. The 

Framework is based on a modified Initiate, Conceive, Design, Plan, Conduct, and Assess phased 

implementation. This Scientific Report provides an overview of Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) and 

Operational Research team activities by phase, and represents the culmination of several years of contract 

and in-house work. Pertinent resources and information, including data categories, ethical research 

considerations, and a general approach to developing measures of performance are presented. Context is 

highlighted within the maritime environment for provision of examples and to illustrate how it is possible 

to develop various components of the framework at a single-service level and extend them when and as 

necessary for use. Specifically, this effort resulted in the development of a hierarchically organized, 

Canadianized Maritime Task List (MTL), utilized in the Design phase, which is implemented in a dynamic 

Excel workbook suitable for generating a scenario-specific master task list (including tasks, sub-tasks, etc.). 

The MTL is extensible down to a higher degree of detail for tactical tasks, as well as outward beyond Royal 

Canadian Navy (RCN)-specific tasks. The primary intent of this Report is to function as a resource for the 

Operational Research community who may be called upon to support the planning and evaluation of CAF 

Ex2 activities. 

Significance to Defence and Security  

The Ex2 Support Framework, associated resources and information presented in this Report are intended to 

facilitate the evaluation of CAF exercises and experimentation. The Ex2 Support Framework including the 

Maritime Task List when used in conjunction with the Maritime Vignettes [1] (a set of RCN-specific 

scenarios utilized for capability-based planning) have the potential to comprise key components of a 

mission-to-task decomposition tool. Although the components developed and reported here pertain 

specifically to the Navy, extension to the Air Force and Army is possible. 
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Résumé  

Les analystes de la recherche opérationnelle (ARO), en particulier ceux qui travaillent dans les stations 

locales des commandements opérationnels côtiers, peuvent être appelés à évaluer des jeux de guerre sur 

table, des exercices de simulation et en temps réel, ainsi que des expériences en direct. Pour gagner en 

efficience et éviter le dédoublement des efforts, un cadre de soutien aux exercices et aux expériences est 

proposé afin d’aider les ARO à évaluer ces activités. Le cadre est fondé sur une mise en œuvre progressive 

modifiée de différentes activités, à savoir amorcer, concevoir, élaborer, planifier, exécuter et évaluer 

l’exercice. Le présent rapport donne un aperçu par étape des activités des Forces armées canadiennes (FAC) 

et de l’équipe de recherche opérationnelle; il représente l’aboutissement de nombreuses années de travaux 

contractuels et internes. Les ressources et les renseignements pertinents y sont présentés, dont les catégories 

de données, les considérations d’ordre éthique en matière de recherche et une approche générale liée à 

l’élaboration de mesures du rendement. Le contexte est mis en évidence dans l’environnement maritime 

pour fournir des exemples et illustrer comment il est possible de développer divers éléments du cadre à un 

niveau de service unique et, au besoin, d’en élargir le champ d’application. Plus précisément, cet effort a 

mené à la création d’une liste de tâches maritimes canadiennes (LTMC) organisées selon un ordre 

hiérarchique et utilisées à l’étape de la conception. Cette liste est mise en œuvre dans un classeur Excel 

dynamique permettant de produire une liste des tâches principales (tâches, sous-tâches, etc.) pour un 

scénario donné. Elle peut fournir un niveau de détail plus élevé pour les tâches tactiques et comprendre des 

tâches qui ne sont pas uniquement propres à la Marine royale canadienne (MRC). Le principal objectif du 

présent rapport est de fournir des ressources aux analystes de la recherche opérationnelle pouvant être 

appelés à contribuer à la planification et à l’évaluation des exercices et des expériences des FAC. 

Importance pour la défense et la sécurité  

Le cadre de soutien aux exercices et aux expériences, les ressources connexes et les informations présentées 

dans le présent rapport visent à faciliter l’évaluation des exercices et des expériences des FAC. Le cadre de 

soutien, y compris la liste des tâches maritimes utilisée conjointement avec les vignettes maritimes [1] (un 

ensemble de scénarios propres à la MRC utilisés aux fins de planification axée sur les capacités), peut 

comprendre les éléments clés d’un outil de ventilation mission-tâche. Bien que les éléments développés et 

présentés dans ce rapport se rapportent expressément à la Marine, ils pourraient également s’étendre à la 

Force aérienne et à l’Armée de terre. 
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1 Introduction 

Operational Research (OR)1 analysts from Defence Research & Development Canada’s Centre for 

Operational Research and Analysis (DRDC CORA) embedded at field stations in coastal operational 

commands and at the warfare centres are often called upon to support to table-top / computer assisted / live 

wargames, table-top/live exercises, and live experimentation within the context of military exercises for the 

Royal Canadian Navy (RCN). These activities may span the spectrum from operational to tactical; from 

the formation as a whole to a Task Group, or down to the individual operator. OR personnel may be 

involved in a variety of activities ranging from mission initiation and planning through to close out; force 

generation support may also be provided by OR analysts. In the past, staff turnover has often prevented 

corporate knowledge and best practices from being passed on, resulting in planning and evaluation for these 

support activities being conducted in an ad-hoc manner. While there are a number of relevant sources that 

will be discussed applicable to specific types of support (such as defence experimentation), there is no 

standardized approach to planning or evaluation for these activities as a whole. It is this gap that spurred 

the following research. 

1.1 Background 

The Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) employ exercises and experimentation for the purpose of testing and 

evaluating changes to existing or new capabilities (force development), and for organizing, training and 

equipping forces for force employment (force generation) [3]. In attempt to find clear-cut definitions to be 

able distinguish between wargames, exercises and experimentation, Perla and Branting [4] provide a logical 

delineation between wargames and exercises based on the involvement of actual forces; unfortunately, with 

the advent of computer assisted wargaming, these definitions are no longer so easy to apply, as actual 

subject matter experts from the forces may be required to play, depending upon the complexity of the tasks. 

Some sources, such as [5] use such an all-encompassing definition of experimentation that there is little 

way to distinguish wargames or exercises. Others are very precise about the definition of defence 

experimentation [6]–[8], yet do not cover the others. In order to understand the scope of activities typically 

supported by the coastal maritime OR teams, the following definitions are provided: 

 Exercises are military manoeuvres or simulated wartime operations involving planning, preparation, 

and execution carried out for the purpose of training and evaluation [3]. They may be a combined, 

joint, or single service exercise, depending on participating organizations.  

 Experimentation is the process of controlled research, testing, and evaluation to discover information 

or test a hypothesis to establish cause and effect [4]. The application of the experimental method may 

be performed within the context of a military exercise. 

 Wargames are simulations of a military operations, by whatever means, using specific rules, data, 

methods and procedures [3]. For the purposes of this Report, in the scope of the above definitions, a 

wargame may be utilized for the purposes of an exercise or experimentation. 

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Collective Training and Exercise Directive [9] and the 

United States (US) Joint Training Manual [10] provide extensive detail on types of commonly used 

exercises, such as field training exercises (FTX), command post exercises (CPX), table-top exercises 

                                                      
1 This is intended a broad definition that would include a range of analysts from diverse backgrounds that provide 

operational research and analysis for CORA.  
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(TTX), computer-assisted exercises (CAX), wargames, and case studies. While terminology and individual 

steps within the exercise planning process vary between organizations, the process generally follows the 

same structure and repeatable cycle across defence and emergency management communities. Based on 

the Canadian Joint Operational Command’s (CJOC) methodology, a six-phase process was adapted for use 

by Salchert [11]. 

Opportunities to conduct experimentation may often be found both in training exercises and in operational 

test and evaluation (OT&E) events. Experimentation conducted during exercises involve careful planning 

and integration of discrete test events and evaluation into a near-operational environment. In many cases, 

the iterative nature of experimentation planning (detailed in the Technical Cooperation Program’s (TTCP’s) 

Guide for Understanding and Implementing Defense Experimentation (GUIDEx) [8]) is similar to that for 

the exercise planning process [11]. As there are many commonalities in the design, planning and delivery 

approach to both exercises and experimentation, the development of a support framework that could be 

adjusted to fit a variety of exercise, wargame, or experimentation requirements was envisioned.  

Although the conduct of maritime operational analysis of exercises and operations, comprehensive 

instructions for planning, execution, and reporting for the military, and an overview of the steps associated 

with exercise and experimentation evaluation is provided in the Maritime Operational Analysis Guide 

(MOAG) [12] promulgated by the Canadian Forces Maritime Warfare Centre (CFMWC), it is important to 

note that the MOAG focuses on the evaluation of the performance of tactical tasks such as equipment and 

weapons testing. Although the MOAG can inform the OR analysts’ exercise evaluation, it does not 

encompass the full scope of OR activities. Furthermore, the MOAG was published nearly two decades ago, 

and a newer version, if extant, is not readily available. While many of the elements of the MOAG operational 

analysis process remain valid, it has not been aligned with the latest CAF Lessons Learned (LL) process [13], 

nor does it address human resources ethics requirements for research [14]–[16]. Thus, in order to clearly 

define the role of the operational research team as a complement to the Royal Canadian Navy’s (RCN) own 

staff processes, and provide an up-to-date, standardized approach to exercise support, an extensible 

framework was proposed for application in the Canadian maritime environment.  

Drawing on best practices in both exercise and experimentation design and planning used by the Canadian 

Armed Forces, NATO and other close allies, as well as emergency management exercise methodologies 

used by Canadian federal and provincial emergency management organizations, the U.S. Department of 

Homeland Security, and the Australian Emergency Management Institute, Salchert presented an initial 

Exercise and Experimentation Support Framework that was intended to improve exercise and 

experimentation planning efficiency and effectiveness [11]. Forbes and Salchert [17] focused on developing 

a generic, consistent, robust, and reusable data collection process, as well as ethical considerations for 

research involving human subjects. Forbes [18] continued to develop the analytical component of the 

framework, providing guidance through the selection of appropriate analytical methods and the use of 

statistical tools that can be used to analyze the data gathered during the research activities.  

Upon completion of the contractor framework development, it was noted that a) the development of a 

generic (non-scenario specific) approach, resulting in a comprehensive reference list of potential 

operational-to-tactical RCN tasks for exercises and experimentation, from which appropriate 

scenario-specific naval tasks can be extracted would assist future OR analysts, and b) the selection of 

measures of performance (MOP) or measures of effectiveness (MOE) for tasks were typically scenario 

dependent, thus further guidance was required in the framework development to help structure MOP/MOE 

selection.  
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Notable contributions to the documented framework include the development of a hierarchical, 

Canadianized operational-to-tactical Maritime Task List (MTL) for identification of increasing fidelity 

RCN tasks for Ex2 and a structured approach to the selection of measures of performance for such tasks. 

1.2 Aim 

To eliminate duplication of effort and increase efficiency, consistency, and reproducibility in the face of 

high staff turnover (both on the military as well as the civilian side of operational commands), the Maritime 

Forces Pacific (MARPAC) / Joint Task Force Pacific (JTFP) OR team embarked on a multi-year effort to 

capture a generic approach to exercise support, intended to inform and support future activities of this type. 

This standardized methodology is documented herein as the Exercise and Experimentation (Ex2) Support 

Framework. 

The Ex2 Support Framework is a general requirements-based methodology for aligning exercises and 

experimentation with assigned functions and tasks in the Canadian context for maritime operations. This 

work assembles and references the foundational requirements for all phases of the planning process as 

applicable to exercises and experimentation conducted at the Regional Joint Task Force, Naval Task Group, 

and individual ship or sub-unit level. However, it has been structured in such a way that it can be flexibly 

applied across a variety of exercises and experimentation at the strategic, operational and tactical levels 

involving a wide range of multinational, joint, service, interagency and non-governmental stakeholders. 

Alternatively when viewed through a training and readiness lens, this Framework will assist decision-

makers and planners at all levels to design and plan well-conceived exercises which measure performance 

relative to required readiness standards and under defined conditions or variables of the operational 

environment. When viewed through an operational research lens, this Framework supports the design and 

planning of limited experimentation activities within the context of military exercises. 

1.3 Scope 

This work addressed details of the Ex2 Planning Process (specifically noting where the OR team may/will 

be involved) and a framework for the development of a Measurement Plan, based on the proposed Maritime 

Task List. This Report includes an overview of the types of data for collection and a structured approach to 

the development of MOP/MOEs, as well as a tool to assist in the development of an Ex2-specific Task List 

tailored to particular RCN activities. This work will not provide tailored Task Lists for all RCN activities, 

nor will it address individual scenarios or specific maritime vignettes used for planning purposes [1]. A tool 

for the creation of tailored Task Lists could be developed in the future, pending funding and interest. 

Key differences between the Ex2 Support Framework and other guides for test and evaluation [6]–[8], [10], 

[19], [20] will be noted. Recommendations as to usage and further development of the framework will be 

made, given current resource constraints on the project. 

1.4 Outline 

This Report provides highlights of several work packages executed under contract, as well as those 

performed in-house, associated with the development of the Ex2 Support Framework. The structure of the 

report follows the development of the Ex2 Planning Process, with an emphasis on the support to activities 

and tasks that an OR team may be called upon to provide. This includes an overview of the Planning 

Process, comprised of six phases, as provided in Section 2.1; the Initiate Phase in Section 2.2, the Conceive 
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Phase in Section 2.3, the Design Phase in Section 2.4, the Plan Phase in Section 2.5 (in which the MTL 

and a structured approach to developing MOP/MOEs are discussed), the Conduct Phase in Section 2.6, the 

Assess Phase in Section 2.6.An example of the application of the Framework is provided in Section 3. 

Section 4 concludes the report with recommendations for potential further development. 
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2 The Ex2 Support Framework 

The Ex2 Support Framework is described below, highlighting where the roles of an embedded OR team fit 

within the exercise and experimentation planning processes. Details of development are available for 

reference [11], [17], [18]. Supplemental development for the Maritime Task List and MOP/MOEs are 

discussed. 

2.1 Overview of the Ex2 Planning Process and Recommended OR 
Team Involvement 

Salchert [11], [17] described a cyclical framework for the planning exercises comprised of six phases: 

Initiate, Conceive, Design, Plan, Conduct, and Assess, that can be tailored to fit both exercise and 

experimentation2 support requirements as outlined in Figure 1. These phases map to the same six phases 

from the CJOC exercise methodology [21] and may be viewed as an adapted version of the Operational 

Planning Process [22]. Although the described process applies to all services, this work was intended to 

specifically support the maritime OR teams, hence the presence of specific references to RCN roles and 

tasks. 

Figure 1 provides an overview of the six phases mentioned above, demonstrating the linkages between key 

inputs, deliverables, and phase-specific events. Tasks are represented as blue rectangles, key 

inputs/references as the odd-shaped rectangles (with the wavy bottom edge), deliverables/documents as 

diamonds, key planning events as green rectangles, and experimentation only tasks as red rectangles. The 

following is a brief overview of the phases, with more detail within Salchert [11] and in subsequent sections 

within this Report. 

Initiate is a commander-led process which forms the foundation of the exercise, the purpose of which is to 

assess the training needs, and relies on high-level guidance (strategy, doctrine, plans / contingency plans, 

Lessons Learned, etc.). Directives, Orders, and Guidance are the primary deliverables for the Initiate phase. 

More detail is presented in Section 2.2. 

The Conceive phase generates the fundamental exercise requirements, such as scope, setting, aim, 

objectives, etc., based on analysis of the high-level direction (including Mission Analysis). Such high-level 

details (aim, objective, key planning milestones) are developed during the Concept Development 

Conference (CDC), which formulates the exercise aim and objectives deliverables, and from these, the 

exercise specification (EXSPEC). If the activity also incorporates experimentation, the formulation of the 

problem, and the development of experimental questions/hypotheses are carried out during the Conceive 

phase, and feed into the exercise aim and objectives. More detail is presented in Section 2.3. 

                                                      
2 The experimentation process follows a cycle similar to that described for exercises, starting with initiation and 

following an iterative process of definition and development, followed by conduct, analysis and reporting. This 

cycle repeats itself as the conclusions, recommendations, and lessons identified of the last cycle are analyzed and 

incorporated into the next cycle as part of a larger campaign of experimentation. The OR team should prepare for 

experimentation complementary to the military’s own development cycle. To this point, it was recommended that 

the OR team use a common planning cycle [11]. 
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The Design phase expands on the high-level requirements, aim, and objectives generated in the Conceive 

phase, thereby providing further guidance to the exercise planners. The main activity is the Initial Planning 

Conference (IPC), which generates the training objectives based on commander-led mission essential tasks 

(MET), and are derived from one or more Task Lists (of varying sources). It is anticipated that Commanders 

will assess the current state of their forces, and compare to the various METs, in order to assess the most 

valuable training objectives, as well as the operating environment conditions and standards (and associated 

measures of performance and metrics). The pertinent details of the training objectives are captured in the 

exercise directive (EXDIR), the primary deliverable for the Design phase. More detail is presented in 

Section 2.4. 

The Plan phase develops exercise details through numerous planning conferences (Mid Planning 

Conference (MPC), Scenario Writing Board, Master Scenario and Events List (MSEL) Synchronization 

Conference, and Final Planning Conference (FPC)). Pertinent exercise details, such as the exercise scenario, 

theme(s), events, and injects, are developed with the goal of achieving the exercise aim and objectives. All 

of these exercise details are rolled up into the exercise Plan (EXPLAN). More detail is presented in Section 

2.5. 

The Conduct phase essentially comprises the execution and monitoring of the exercise, culminating with 

the end of the exercise (ENDEX). Data collection forms a significant part of the phase. More detail is 

presented in Section 2.6. 

The last phase of the exercise process, the Assess phase, occurs after ENDEX and focusses on the evaluation 

of the various measures of performance (MOP) / effectiveness (MOE) defined in the Design phase. The 

After Action Report will be prepared, collating the results of the MOP/MOE evaluation, as well as 

documenting Lessons Noted, and assessing any Lessons Learned. The primary intent is to assess whether 

the exercise objectives were achieved. For defence experimentation activities, hypothesis testing will also 

occur during this phase, and the results will be incorporated into the After Action Report. More detail is 

presented in Section 2.7. 

Salchert [11] developed a rough timeline for each phase, along with the exercise-related activities for both 

the RCN and the OR team, which are summarized in Annex A. The flow of exercise-related OR activities, 

correlated to phase (by colour), are presented in Annex B.  

While Figure 1 provides a high level overview of the six phases, a detailed flow chart is presented in Figure 

2. Progression through each phase of the framework proceeds from top to bottom, with the chain-of-

command (CoC) activities (steps/tasks/events) on the right-hand side, the OR team activities on the left-

hand side, and common steps in the centre. As with Figure 1, tasks are represented as blue rectangles, key 

inputs/references as the odd-shaped rectangles, deliverables/documents as diamonds, and key planning 

events as green rectangles. Experimentation only activities are omitted in Figure 2, however, phase-specific 

ethics approval tasks are included on the left-hand side, along with the other OR team activities. 

Each phase is coloured differently: Initiate is green, Conceive is blue, Design is yellow, Plan is red, Conduct 

is purple, and Assess is grey. The main activities for both the OR team and the CoC within each phase are 

consistent with the phase colours, with the exception of the Ethics Approval Tasks and Experimentation 

Only Tasks, which are brown and red with a dashed outline, respectively. Additional details for OR team 

activities are included within the pertinent sections of this Report. 
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Figure 1: The six phases of the Ex2 Planning Process, showing the linkage between key inputs, 

deliverables, and events occurring by phase (with the additional requirements specifically  

for the Experimentation Planning Process, shown in red). 
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Figure 2: A flow chart showing both the OR team and military  

CoC activities, by Ex2 Planning Process Phase. 
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Ethics approval tasks have been explicitly included as part of the process to highlight to the OR teams the 

parallel effort required to ensure that studies and data collection plans have appropriate approval before 

proceeding with an exercise or experimentation. A decision tree aid for Ethics Approval Tasks that occur 

concurrent to Phases 3 and 4 (Design and Plan), are presented in Figure 3. The decision tree aid was 

developed based on the scope of research ethics review and noted exemptions in Articles 2.2–2.6 of the 

Tri-Council Policy Statement on the Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans [16]. Clearly, there 

are a number of aspects of each planning process phase with which the OR team may be heavily involved. 

Each phase of the planning process will be discussed in more detail in the following sub-sections. 

Experimentation only tasks are specifically noted as additional steps to the process to ensure that the 

experimental method is followed. Problem formulation is followed by experimental questions or hypothesis 

generation before or as the aim and objectives are agreed upon, and once the experimentation is complete, 

hypothesis testing is conducted on the data.  

It is noted that the planning process outlined above is intended for complex Ex2, and not all steps may be 

followed (by the CoC or the OR team) for the planning and evaluation of simpler activities. For example, 

war gaming, table-top exercises (TTX), and command-post exercises (CPX) may only require abbreviated 

or condensed versions of the Ex2 Planning Process.3 There are extensive resources and templates available 

at [23] to assist with Ex2 planning and execution. 

                                                      
3 Additional information on these activities may be found in [11]. 
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Figure 3: Decision tree for ethics approval, as integrated into the Ex2 planning process. 
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2.2 The Initiate Phase 

The commander-led Initiate Phase is the foundation for exercises or experimentation, and should be based 

on mission- or posture-readiness training requirements. The RCN activities at the Initiate Phase include 

consulting various high-level documents (policy, strategy, and doctrine), pertinent plans (contingency plans 

(CONPLANS), operational plans (OPLANS), etc.), as well as consulting lessons learned (LL) in the CAF 

knowledge management systems (KMS) database [24] and other LL databases for pertinent information. 

LL are defined as “the adding of value to an existing body of knowledge, or seeking to correct deficiencies, 

in areas of concepts, policy, doctrine, training, equipment or organizations, by providing feedback and 

follow-on action” [25], [26]. The purpose of consulting the LL databases when preparing for Ex2 is to 

improve future performance. An initial review as part of the preparation step is formally recognised within 

the LL Process [27]. The outputs of the Initiate phase comprise Directives, Orders, and Guidance [2].  

The common events to both the chain-of-command (CoC) and the OR team in the Initiate Phase comprise 

the initial meeting(s), which inform the OR team activities. The OR team takes note of the commander’s 

intent, identifies and consolidates priorities, and develops the initial support plan. The initial OR team plan 

is then communicated to the CoC, who reviews the information, potentially revises the plan, and ultimately 

approves it. This communication process may be iterative, potentially leading to additional meetings.  

2.2.1 Initiate Phase Ethics Approval Activities 

The OR team must also initiate the Ethics Approval Tasks, the process steps of which are summarized in 

Figure 2 in this Phase, if live subjects4 or tissues are involved. This may include ensuring that all 

participating OR team members have completed the Course on Research Ethics (CORE) training before 

proceeding with the research plan [28]. The OR team must then proceed through the decision tree aid in 

Figure 3 to determine the appropriate steps required for an ethics protocol review. The necessity for and 

type of research ethics board review will depend upon the study subject and intent. Specifically within 

DND, there are four ethics review boards: 

 Royal Military College of Canada (RMCC) Ethics Committee for research with officer cadets or staff 

at any of the institutions under the Canadian Defence Academy; 

 Social Science Research Review Board (SSRRB) under the Director Military Personnel Research and 

Analysis (DGMPRA) for conducting research related to military personnel issues;  

 Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) at DRDC – Toronto Research Centre for any other 

studies involving human subjects; and 

 An ethics review board at DRDC – Suffield Research Centre for the use of live tissues.  

Should the development of an ethics protocol be recommended, the steps determined to be necessary in the 

Ethics Approval Tasks that occur concurrent to Phases 3 and 4 (Design and Plan) presented in Figure 3 must 

be completed. 

                                                      
4 The involvement of live subjects includes the administration of opinion surveys. 
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2.3 The Conceive Phase 

Common activities to both the CoC and the OR team during the Conceive Phase include conducting Mission 

Analysis, and participating in a CDC. The CDC will provide the OR team with direction from the CoC, 

which will establish the input required for the OR activity of objective development. Explicitly for 

experimentation, the common activities of detailed Problem Formulation and the development of the 

Hypotheses/Experimental Questions will proceed, based on the input provided by OR team. Subsequently, 

the OR input to developing objectives will feed into the CoC activities of setting the Ex2 aim and objectives, 

and writing the Ex2 Specification (EXSPEC).  

2.3.1 Conceive Phase Ethics Approval Activities 

As mentioned in the Initiate Phase, parallel OR team activity in the Conceive Phase continues to determine 

the ethics protocol submission requirements based on the objective inputs. This is performed via the steps 

outlined in the decision tree in Figure 3, which begins at the end of the Conceive Phase or early at the start 

of the Design Phase in order to ensure adequate time to obtain approvals prior to the Ex2. 

2.4 The Design Phase 

The Design Phase addresses the substance of the Ex2, converting notional objectives into the foundation 

for the Ex2. The common activity is the Initial Planning Conference (IPC), at which Training Objectives 

are set, informed by appropriate Task Lists and successively identified Mission Essential Tasks (METs).5  

After the IPC, the OR team will analyze available data to assist with developing: training objectives, 

exercise aims and research questions/hypotheses (if applicable). The OR team will also expend significant 

effort in the development of MOPs and MOEs, that are suitable for the Ex2 conditions and defined by the 

identified METs. In addition, the OR team will develop the data collection and storage plan, which will 

also inform the ethics protocol submission (see Section 2.4.3). All of these activities, in conjunction with 

the development of the Training Objectives occur in an iterative fashion, culminating in the Ex2 Directive 

(EXDIR), which is the key output of the Design Phase.  

The Identification of the METs (by the CoC) and the development of MOPs and MOEs (by the OR team) 

is informed by one or more Task Lists. To this end, a hierarchical, Canadianized operational-to-tactical 

Task List has been developed and adapted here for application in the maritime environment, the influence 

of which on the Ex2 Planning Process is depicted by the enclosed blue area within the Design Phase.  

2.4.1 Maritime Task List  

METs are informed by high-level CAF (and other) tasks, which can be decomposed to lower-level tasks, the 

knowledge of which are essential for Ex2 evaluation. One approach to generate a task list is the creation of a 

mission-specific task list via the extraction of requisite information from high-level policy, strategy, and/or 

doctrinal documents. This methodology is demonstrated for two specific and complex scenarios [17]—an 

International Task Group Exercise and a domestic inter-agency earthquake response—yielding relevant task 

lists and measures. However, the generation of task lists and measures is repeated and validated for every 

Ex2, with less reusability and a greater likelihood for disparity among definitions and measures for 

                                                      
5 A Mission Essential Task (MET) is a task that is considered to be most essential to the assigned or anticipated 

mission [29]. 
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evaluation when a common frame of reference does not exist. The long-term goal of this body of work was 

to develop a more generic (non-scenario specific) approach, resulting in a comprehensive list of potential 

operational-to-tactical RCN tasks for Ex2, from which appropriate scenario-specific Naval tasks can be 

extracted. This approach was the focus of a contracted work package [30], which generated a 

comprehensive Canadianized Naval task list, hereafter referred to as the Maritime Task List (MTL).  

The MTL is organized by Operational Function (Command, Sense, Act, Shield, and Sustain) [31], and its 

development was shaped by various documents and allied nation task lists, as described in [30] and similar 

to the breakdown in the Mission-Function-Task methodology from human factors engineering [32], [33]. 

Each main task within the MTL is decomposed to yield several levels of subordinate tasks (sub-tasks, sub-

sub-tasks, etc.), forming a task list spanning the operational to tactical range of activities for the RCN.  

Upon review of the initial proposal for the MTL [30], several gaps were noted. In the Command section, 

the tasks originally associated with mission planning were not aligned with the Operational Planning 

Process [22]. As well, a number of tasks did not align well with the common maritime warfare areas or 

seamanship duties. To address the noted gaps, the MTL was modified and expanded upon. In addition, the 

various operational-to-tactical task levels were aligned as best as possible given the overlap within the 

organizational hierarchy. Each level corresponds roughly to a particular organizational response as follows: 

 Level X.X tasks are typically Operational/Command response; 

 Level X.X.X tasks are typically Task Group/Formation; 

 Level X.X.X.X are typically Single Ship/Ops Centre response; 

 Level X.X.X.X.X are typically Unit/Detachment response; 

 Level X.X.X.X.X.X are typically Tactical/Individual response. 

An abridged version of the revised MTL is presented in Annex C; the full MTL tool, complete with mapping 

to organizational hierarchy, is made available as an electronic annex in an Excel workbook, with 

expandable/collapsible task levels and controls for simplified task list modification (e.g. task insertion) [2]. 

This workbook can be considered a living document and can be expanded to include any and all RCN tasks. 

2.4.2 Data Collection Planning 

The data to be collected over the course of an Ex2 are dependent upon the Ex2/training objectives and the 

associated tasks. A number of factors to define the data, such as Levels of Analysis, Measures, Data Types, 

as well as the Objects of Measurement need to be considered during the development of the Data Collection 

Plan. This information is used directly to support the ethics protocol submission and to develop the Exercise 

Evaluation Guide (EEG) for dissemination among trusted agents within the Ex2.  

2.4.2.1 Levels of Analysis 

The Level of Analysis, described in Canadian Forces Communications Document (CFCD) 101 [10], may 

have been considered during the Design Phase to ensure that the granularity of tasks (in the task list) and 

associated measures allow for the desired analysis level; however, this aspect should be revisited during 

the Plan Phase in greater detail to ensure that the Data Collection Plan is consistent with the desired Level 

of Analysis for various aspects of the Ex2. Levels of Analysis are summarized below: 
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 Level One Analysis—this level is the most extensive, and involves the analysis of the entire (or most 

of an) Ex2.  

 Level Two Analysis—this level is less extensive than Level One, and comprises an analysis of 

selected events within an Ex2.  

 Level Two Alpha—involves the analysis of pre-selected events.  

 Level Two Bravo—involves the analysis of events deemed to be of interest based on 

observations made during the Ex2. 

 Level Three Analysis—this is the least time intensive level of analysis, usually comprising partial 

reconstruction of selected events, and limited analysis of a tactical or procedural investigation. 

Although these Levels of Analysis are presented in a simple manner, it should be borne in mind that a 

complex interagency Ex2, such as, for example, Exercise Salish Sea (EX SASE 17) had multiple dimensions 

of Analysis Levels that must be considered, given the varying Objectives (particularly Training Objectives 

[34]) of the participating organizations. For example, one organization may choose to perform a Level Two 

Alpha Analysis for their training objectives, while another organization may perform a Level Three 

Analysis. 

2.4.2.2 Measures 

There are a number of different measures that can be used to describe performance, merit, effectiveness, 

and suitability. Brief definitions are listed below, and additional information on each of the measures can 

be found in CFCD 124 [35].6 

 Measure of merit (MOM)—MOM describes the degree to which a system or process achieves its 

intended purposes. MOM is a generic term which encompasses measures of effectiveness and 

suitability, as well as the supporting concept of measure of performance. For example, if the task is to 

“Conduct Aircraft/Helicopter Operations against Submarines,” then an associated MOM may be the 

percentage of submarines detected. 

 Measure of effectiveness (MOE)—quantifies the degree to which a system or process accomplishes 

specified goals (missions, task, effect) in a particular environment. For the above example, an MOE 

would be probability of submarine detection. 

 Measure of suitability (MOS)—quantifies the degree to which a system or process is appropriate for 

the particular environment in which specific missions, tasks or effects must be accomplished. For the 

above example, an MOS would be operational availability of the aircraft/helicopter. 

 Measure of performance (MOP)—MOP are sub-elements of MOE or MOS that quantify the degree 

to which a system or process contributes to the accomplishment of specified goals. For the above 

example, an MOP would be distance to target/submarine. 

When utilizing the MTL, it is broken down into individual tasks for ease of evaluation. The measure for 

each task is generally a measure of effectiveness or performance. There are various measurement types and 

                                                      
6 Although CFCD 124 [35] is intended to apply to equipment or systems, the “CFMWC/MOTEA uses maritime 

OT&E to ensure that maritime systems and processes are operationally effective in, and suitable for, the operational 

environment in which they are expected to be used.” CFCD 124 Appendix 2 of Annex A provides pertinent 

information on MOPs and MOEs.  
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approaches, including subjective measures (interviews, questionnaires, and observations) and objective 

measures (quantitative data recording) [17]. There are different categories of data utilized in task 

measurement—the following section provides a brief overview of the various data categories. 

2.4.2.3 Categorization of Data Type 

Based on the hierarchy of measurement scales coined by Stanley Smith Stevens in the 1940’s, data can be 

categorized as follows,7 determined in part by the questions asked and the purpose for which they are 

intended: 

 Nominal—these are data which are distinctly different (general characteristics allow the assignment 

to a category), however, there is no ordering. Nominal variables “name” a series of values. For 

example, eye colour, or location. 

 Ordinal—these data are assigned to a category, as with nominal data, however, there is an ordering. 

Ordinal data provide information about the order. For example, quality, or degree of relevance. 

 Interval—interval data (also known as continuous data) are based on an actual measurement, and 

assigned to a scale with consistent intervals, and an arbitrary zero. Interval data can be added or 

subtracted, but not multiplied or divided. Interval data provide the order of the values and the ability 

to quantify the difference. For example, temperature ranges.  

 Ratio—ratio data are also measured, however, unlike interval data, there is an absolute zero. Ratio 

data provide the order, the interval values, as well as the ability to calculate the ratio (since there is a 

clear definition of zero). For example, distance measurements. 

The nature of the data permit varying degrees of manipulation and analysis, with several examples shown 

in Table 1. These are not intended to be prescriptive or limiting; rather it is incumbent upon the analyst to 

pose the appropriate question or hypothesis and detect patterns or test for results within the context of the 

Ex2 Framework.  

Table 1: Summary of data types and scale measures [36]. 

Provides: Nominal Ordinal Interval Ratio 

The “order” of values is known  X X X 

“Counts,” aka “Frequency of Distribution” X X X X 

Mode X X X X 

Median  X X X 

Mean   X X 

Can quantify the difference between each value   X X 

Can add or subtract values   X X 

Can multiply and divide values    X 

Has “true zero”    X 

2.4.2.4 Objects of Measurement  

The categorization of data from the previous section aids in the development of a structured approach to 

MOP/MOEs for individual tasks. For the MTL, there are a number of ways in which tasks can be evaluated, 

                                                      
7 Presented in [17]; enhanced with additional information from [36]. 
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depending on their nature, producing different types of data. Table 2 provides an overview of the various 

objects of measurement, organized by data type (Categorization), and the various methods that can be used 

to measure the data. The nature of the specific task will dictate the feasible objects of measurement, and 

the data type will dictate the possible measurement methods. The measurement methods listed are not 

intended to align with the objects of measurement, rather they are simply possible options for any one or 

more object of measurement. For example, within the data category of ratio, cost is an object of 

measurement, however, it can be measured by rate (dollars per unit time), quantity (dollar value), or percent 

(of total cost quantity). 

There are a number of example measurement methods, as outlined in Column 3. These methods are 

dependent on the category of data type (nominal, ordinal, interval, or ratio) and the question being asked or 

the hypothesis being tested. An overview of the various data collection methods, along with templates, 

tailorable to the exercise or experimentation, is summarized in a Contract Report [18]. The templates will 

be discussed in the Conduct section (Section 2.6). 
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Table 2: Potential MTL objects of measurement and measurement methods by data category. 

Categorization Object of Measurement Measurement Method 

Nominal Sufficiency/Satisfaction  Dichotomous 

Granularity of detail/fidelity/resolution 

Geographic Region 
Categorical 

Ordinal Importance Ranking 

Quality 

Risk 

Improvement 

Relevance 

Achievability/Feasibility 

Utility 

Likert-type or Likert scale 

Interval Level Rating 

Ratio Cost 

Enemies/adversaries/targets 

Time/Date Stamp 

Distance 

Area 

Volume 

Weight 

Signature (EM, acoustic, visible, etc.) 

Other countable items 

Frequency/periodicity/rate 

Quantity 

Percent/fraction/probability 

2.4.3 Design Phase Ethics Approval Activities 

At the start of the Design Phase, the OR team will need to ensure that the decision for ethics protocol 

submission has been made. Figure 3 shows the decision tree to assess whether an ethics protocol is required, 

as well as the steps that must be followed when a protocol is deemed necessary. The assessment and 

protocol submission may span the Design and the Plan Phases, depending upon the complexity and number 

of partners involved in the Ex2. An early start is essential to ensure that approval is granted prior to the Ex2 

itself. 

There are two main questions that must be answered to determine if an ethics review board must be 

consulted or not. First, does the Ex2 involve data or collection from humans (including opinions) or human 

tissue, or live tissue in any way? If the answer is no, then the team is safe to proceed without consulting an 

ethics review board. If the answer is yes, then an ethics review board must be consulted. The second 
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question will help to determine if an exemption from ethics review can be requested when the study does 

not meet the definition of research. This question asks for a review of the objectives of the Ex2 to determine 

if any of the following apply [28]: 

 “the information is legally accessible to the public and appropriately protected by law; or the 

information is publicly accessible and there is no reasonable expectation of privacy”; 

 “the research involves the observation of people in public places where: it does not involve any 

intervention staged by the researcher or direct interaction with the individuals or groups, individuals 

or groups targeted for observation have no reasonable expectation of privacy, and any dissemination 

of research results does not allow identification of specific individuals”;  

 “the study is for the purpose of quality assurance and quality improvement, program evaluation 

activities, and performance reviews, or testing within normal educational requirements when used 

exclusively for assessment, management or improvement purposes, within the mandate of the 

organization, or according to the terms and conditions of employment or training”; or 

 “the study involves creative practice activities, through which an artist makes or interprets a work or 

works of art.”  

Should the scope of the study fall distinctly within one or more of these categories, then it is likely exempt 

from ethics board review. However, to request clearance to proceed with the study, a short email to the 

chair of the appropriate ethics review board with a description of the study proposal, and the clause under 

which exemption is sought, is often sufficient to obtain approval. If the study does not fall within one of 

the exemption categories, then a full ethics protocol must be prepared and submitted for review. Each OR 

team member participating must take the CORE training [28] and considerations regarding informed 

consent, risk to participants, and data collection, storage and dissemination must be taken into account. 

2.5 The Plan Phase 

During the Plan Phase, the detailed plan on Ex2 conduct (including completion of detailed scenario 

development) and administrative instructions are established by the CoC. To this end, a Mid-Planning 

Conference (MPC) will be held, as well as a Final Planning Conference (FPC). During these events, the 

scenario and the Master Sequence of Events List or Master Scenario Event List (MSEL) will be developed. 

The key output of the Plan Phase is the Ex2 Plan (EXPLAN), including the Scenario and the MSEL 

(including themes, events, and injects). The plan for data collection is then formalized in the EEG, 

supporting finalization and submission of the ethics protocol to the ethics approval board. 

The RCN may also choose to perform smaller exercises that build on each other, ultimately culminating in 

a full scale exercise (FSX) (such as an Emergency Operations Centre Exercise (EOCX), or 

Communications Exercise (COMEX)) during the Plan Phase.  

2.5.1 Considerations for Scenario Development 

The OR team may be called upon to assist with the detailed scenario development, especially in the case of 

experimentation. In addition to the Ex2/training objectives, there are a number of variables that can 

influence conditions that should be considered during scenario development [37], depending on the Ex2 

scope of mission: 

 Physical Environment (Land, Sea, Air, Space, and Cyber);  
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 Military Environment (Mission, Forces, C3, Intel, Deployment, Movement & Manoeuvre, Firepower, 

Protection, Sustainment, Threat, and Conflict); and 

 Civil Environment (Political Policies, Culture, and Economy). 

To ensure that all factors appropriate to the scenario have been accounted for, a variety of ways to break 

out the solution space have been proposed in the literature; for example: 

 METT-TC—Mission, Enemy, Terrain and Weather, Troops and Support Available, Time available, 

Civil considerations (ASCOPE—Area, Structures, Capabilities, Organizations, People, and Events) 

[38]; 

 PMESII-PT—Political, Military, Economic, Social, Information, Infrastructure, Physical 

Environment, and Time [3]; 

 PRICIE—Personnel, Research & Development, Infrastructure and Organization, Concepts, Doctrine 

and Collective Training, Information Management, and Equipment Supplies and Services [3]; 

 DOTMLPF-P—Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership and Education, Personnel, 

Facilities, and Policy [39]; or 

 DOTMLPF-I—Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership and Education, Personnel, 

Facilities, and Interoperability [40]; (NATO introduced the “I” portion to Department of Defense’s 

model of DOTMLPF [40]).  

Use of a standardized breakdown in the scenario planning and development process enables the eventual 

evaluation of MOPs and MOEs aligned along the same structure, permitting a common understanding 

among participants and from one Ex2 to the next Ex2.  

2.5.2 The Plan Phase Ethics Approval Activities 

If there is a requirement for ethics protocol submission approval, the OR team should submit the ethics 

protocol to the appropriate ethics review board early in the Plan Phase. This should leave sufficient time 

for the OR team to modify the protocol, or appeal the decision if the protocol is not approved. In the event 

of protocol rejection, the OR team may choose to forfeit or modify the planned research. 

2.6 The Conduct Phase 

For the RCN, the Conduct Phase is comprised of carrying out and controlling the actual Ex2, as well as 

collecting data. The OR team will be heavily involved in this phase, especially with respect to oversight of 

data collection and storage; they may also fill roles as part of Ex2 Control (EXCON). The data collection 

tailored to the Ex2 should proceed as per the Data Collection Plan / EEG (developed during the Design 

phase). The most appropriate method for data collection will depend on the type of data that are being 

collected (objects of measurement, data category, and measurement method), thus will vary. The Data 

Collection Plan / EEG should provide sufficient detail for ease of data collection, with the various tasks and 

associated measures defining the data to be collected. Generic templates, have been developed under 

contract [17], and can be modified to suit the Data Collection Plan.  
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2.6.1 Templates for Data Collection 

Various templates, based on data type and measurement method, have been developed that can facilitate 

data collection,8 including:  

 Record of Observation; 

 Checklist with Time/Date Stamp (Observer or Participant); 

 Dichotomous Choice; 

 Likert-Type Rating Scale; 

 Researcher-Led Open-Ended Questions. 

The various types of data collection tools are tabulated in Annex D, and the linkage between the templates 

and data type are reproduced in Annex E. 

2.6.2 Capture of Lessons Identified 

Another activity in the Conduct Phase is the collection of any Lessons Identified that can arise during the 

course of the Ex2. The CAF has a formal LL process; however, OR analysts may play a role in unique data 

capture techniques and analysis in order to better report and action LL. A collection of survey data can 

assist in formulating an informal list of Lessons Identified that can be collated and presented as is, or 

developed into themes, for final reporting. Lessons identified may be distinct from those that were intended 

to be addressed during the Ex2—referred to as Lessons Learned (as lessons are not “learned” until specific 

action is taken to address them). Thus, the purpose of capturing the Lessons Identified is to make 

recommendations regarding addressing them, and ultimately feed back into the Ex2 cycle as new Lessons 

Learned for evaluation (linkage between After Action Report, Assess Phase, and References, Initiate 

Phase). The goal is to be able to gauge progress toward actually incorporating (or learning) the Lessons 

Learned in subsequent Ex2. 

2.6.3 The Conduct Phase and Ethics Approval Activities 

If the study has required ethics protocol approval, the OR team is responsible for the collection of informed 

consent from participants, as well as monitoring participant safety during the Conduct Phase. Any 

unanticipated issues that may affect the participants should be identified by the OR team. Such issues may 

result in modifications to the Ex2 protocol and should be reported to ethics review board, and recorded. 

Should the Ex2
 extend over a multi-year period, an annual report must be prepared and submitted to the 

ethics review board. Once the Ex2 is concluded (ENDEX called), the date of completion, number of 

participants, and any injuries incurred, must be captured, along with copies of all consent forms. 

2.7 The Assess Phase 

During the Assess Phase, the RCN activities may include data analysis and evaluation alongside or in 

addition to the OR team. The RCN will make conclusions regarding the exercise or experiment, specifically 

to feed information back into operations, and to assist in continuous improvement. 

                                                      
8 See Annex J of [17].  
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This phase comprises another major effort for the OR team—activities include the data analysis process 

(see Section 2.7.1), Ex2 evaluation, formulating conclusions, and making recommendations. Once the end 

of the Ex2 (ENDEX) has been declared, the data collection process is complete, and the participants are 

redeployed, the OR team will work closely with the RCN to evaluate the MOPs and MOEs, including 

assessing Lessons Learned that have been incorporated into the Ex2. Data analysis will be finalized, and the 

results reported on at the AAR meeting. This information will feed the After Action Report.  

2.7.1 Data Analysis Process 

The Assess Phase is where the data analysis occurs. Before evaluating any measures, the data analysis 

process should always include an initial step in which the data are screened and prepared for analysis [17]. 

Data-screening includes: 

 Inspection for accuracy of data input; 

 The evaluation of and distribution of missing data; and 

 The identification and addressing of outliers. 

An overview of some sample types of data analyses, by data type, are adapted from [18] in Table 3. Table 3 

is not meant to be prescriptive or proscriptive in its application. The method used will depend on a number 

of factors, including any fundamental assumptions about the input data, the questions being asked of the 

data, any transformations applied to the data, and the purpose of the analysis [41]. To assist the analyst, a 

listing of on-line statistical calculators is provided [42]–[47]; however it is incumbent upon the analyst to 

understand the applicability of the test or calculation being performed to the problem at hand. 
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Table 3: Various data analysis techniques. 

 

Once the analysis is complete, the possibilities for visualization are quite extensive, see [48]–[51] to name 

but a few. These can include multi-dimensional plots (in various coordinate system), coloured progress 

indicators (e.g., stoplight red/yellow/green), charts or trees, maps, timelines, or tables.  

2.7.2 The Assess Phase Ethics Approval Activities 

The requirement to engage the ethics review board during the Assess Phase is dependent upon the reporting 

requirements of the individual protocol, primarily to ensure that the data and results reported are non-

attributable (where necessary). The ethics review board will also confirm approval once protocol 

requirements are completed and provide subsequent support to publish, if all protocol requirements were 

met. 
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3 Sample Application of the Ex2 Support Framework 

To assist an OR analyst develop a better understanding of how the framework is used, an example 

application will be developed and documented in this section based on an actual exercise that was conducted 

by OR staff at MARPAC headquarters. It is important to note that the exercise was conducted before the 

full development of the framework was completed, and as a result, this example application is worked 

through after the fact for the purpose of highlighting the steps within the Ex2 Support Framework, to 

illustrate how to apply the MTL, and develop MOPs for individual tasks. 

The exercise selected for use here was a multi-agency response to a major maritime disaster (MAJMAR) 

involving a large capacity vessel—such as a ferry or cruise ship—involving key federal, provincial, 

municipal and other first response partners. Dubbed Exercise SALISH SEA 2017, it was actually a 

progressive series of exercises that culminated in the largest multi-agency MAJMAR exercise in Canadian 

Coast Guard (CCG) history [52] to date, with nearly 1,300 Canadian and United States emergency 

management and Search and Rescue professionals from over 20 participating agencies, plus local 

volunteers, and nearly two dozen ships and aircraft. The live full-scale exercise [53] concluded almost two 

years of planning effort following a Table Top Exercise in May 2017 [54] and an Emergency Operational 

Centre Exercise in September 2017 [55].  

In all subsequent discussion regarding EX SASE 17, the focus here will be on the planning process for Joint 

Task Force Pacific (JTFP) and Joint Rescue Coordination Centre (JRCC), as the scale of the inter-agency 

exercise is beyond the scope of this Report. 

3.1 Initiate Phase Example 

To begin the planning process, the following documents and CONPLANs were identified as relevant at the 

time to the exercise under the authority of the Commander MARPAC/JTFP as Search and Rescue Region 

(SRR) Commander: the JTFP MAJMAR Contingency Plan [56] and the JRCC MAJMAR Plan [57]. 

Lessons Learned from previous search and rescue (SAR) / MAJMAR exercises (such as EX PACIFIC 

JEOPARDY 15 [58], which led to the development of EX SASE 17, amongst others [58]–[63]) and past 

large-scale inter-agency events (such as the Vancouver 2010 Olympic Games [64], [65]) were collected 

and analyzed.  

As the lead analyst for the study had already completed CORE training, a draft summary of the study 

proposal was begun for submission to the HREC. 

3.2 The Conduct Phase 

For the RCN, the Conduct Phase is comprised of carrying out and controlling the actual Ex2, as well as 

collecting data. The OR team will be heavily involved in this phase, especially with respect to oversight of 

data collection and storage; they may also fill roles as part of Ex2 Control (EXCON). The data collection 

tailored to the Ex2 should proceed as per the Data Collection Plan / EEG (developed during the Design 

phase). The most appropriate method for data collection will depend on the type of data that are being 

collected (objects of measurement, data category, and measurement method), thus will vary. The Data 

Collection Plan / EEG should provide sufficient detail for ease of data collection, with the various tasks and 
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associated measures defining the data to be collected. Generic templates, have been developed under 

contract [17], and can be modified to suit the Data Collection Plan.  

3.2.1 Templates for Data Collection 

Various templates, based on data type and measurement method, have been developed that can facilitate 

data collection,9 including:  

 Record of Observation; 

 Checklist with Time/Date Stamp (Observer or Participant); 

 Dichotomous Choice; 

 Likert-Type Rating Scale; 

 Researcher-Led Open-Ended Questions. 

The various types of data collection tools are tabulated in Annex D, and the linkage between the templates 

and data type are reproduced in Annex E. 

3.2.2 Capture of Lessons Identified 

Another activity in the Conduct Phase is the collection of any Lessons Identified that can arise during the 

course of the Ex2. The CAF has a formal LL process; however, OR analysts may play a role in unique data 

capture techniques and analysis in order to better report and action LL. A collection of survey data can 

assist in formulating an informal list of Lessons Identified that can be collated and presented as is, or 

developed into themes, for final reporting. Lessons identified may be distinct from those that were intended 

to be addressed during the Ex2—referred to as Lessons Learned (as lessons are not “learned” until specific 

action is taken to address them). Thus, the purpose of capturing the Lessons Identified is to make 

recommendations regarding addressing them, and ultimately feed back into the Ex2 cycle as new Lessons 

Learned for evaluation (linkage between After Action Report, Assess Phase, and References, Initiate 

Phase). The goal is to be able to gauge progress toward actually incorporating (or learning) the Lessons 

Learned in subsequent Ex2. 

3.2.3 The Conduct Phase and Ethics Approval Activities 

If the study has required ethics protocol approval, the OR team is responsible for the collection of informed 

consent from participants, as well as monitoring participant safety during the Conduct Phase. Any 

unanticipated issues that may affect the participants should be identified by the OR team. Such issues may 

result in modifications to the Ex2 protocol and should be reported to ethics review board, and recorded. 

Should the Ex2
 extend over a multi-year period, an annual report must be prepared and submitted to the 

ethics review board. Once the Ex2 is concluded (ENDEX called), the date of completion, number of 

participants, and any injuries incurred, must be captured, along with copies of all consent forms. 

                                                      
9 See Annex J of [17].  
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3.3 Conceive Phase Example 

Because of the collaborative nature of the inter-agency core planning team, the approach to the exercises 

series was less military-led and more consensus driven. As a result, the exercise aim and objectives were 

developed with input and agreement from all partners. The aim was to exercise an interagency response to 

a major maritime disaster in order to validate plans and procedures and improve the overall regional 

response framework. The inter-agency exercise objectives were defined as [52]: 

1. Validate compliance with existing major marine disaster plans and their interoperability. 

2. Identify and validate casualty management processes. 

3. Identify methods of sharing situational awareness (SA) and maintaining a common operating picture 

(COP). 

4. Confirm the incorporation of lessons learned from previous “major marine disaster” exercises. 

Internally, an exercise directive (EXDIR) was first developed [66] and then an EXSPEC [67] was 

promulgated for JTFP participation.  

As the exercise was split into three smaller exercises that built on one another, each individual lead-up 

exercise had its own objectives supporting the “crawl, walk, run” strategy. The objectives for JTFP were 

identified for each exercise as follows. 

1. TTX Objectives: 

a. Validate existing plans for responding to a MAJMAR and their interoperability. 

b. Validate track, and map the notification and information flow during the response to the 

MAJMAR. 

c. Discuss jurisdictional authorities and responsibilities for MAJMAR response. 

d. Validate the process for command, control, and collaboration across all participating agencies 

and stakeholders. 

e. Identify possible improvements to the MAJMAR plan and other related plans activated for 

major maritime disasters. 

2. EOCX Objectives: 

a. Validate compliance with existing plans for responding to a major maritime disaster and their 

interoperability. For the EOCX, this included: 

i. The JRCC MAJMAR plan; and 

ii. The draft JTFP MAJMAR CONPLAN. 
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b. Initiate casualty management process. 

c. Identify methods of sharing SA and maintaining a COP.  

3. FSX Objectives: 

a. Activation of Battle Watch Operation Centre (BWOC) / COP link between Federal/Provincial 

and local authorities’ Emergency Operations Centres (EOC) [68]; 

b. Validation of handover procedures between CAF Operations Centres (JRCC, Regional Joint 

Operation Centre (RJOC), BWOC); and 

c. Validation of JRCC and JTFP CONPLANs MAJMAR. 

Using the decision aid in Figure 3 to assist, the study proposal was sent to the DRDC HREC with a request 

for exemption from review under Article 2.5 of reference [28]. Consistent with the aim of the exercise, 

which is to improve internal plans and response performance, this study falls under continuous 

improvement studies within the mandate of the organization, according to the terms and conditions of 

employment or training. The HREC Chair agreed [69], and no further HREC review was required. 

3.4 Design Phase Example 

The IPC was held on 15–16 February 2017, during which the training objectives were identified for the 

TTX (as described in Section 3.2). To illustrate the use of the Ex2 Framework, one objective will now be 

selected to work through as an example. Specifically, one that has a common thread amongst all of the 

progressive exercise series is the need to share situational awareness between various government 

departments, municipalities, and first responders, which is highlighted in green in Table 4.  

When examining JTFP’s role in this exercise, the MTL does provide a direct breakdown of tasks that clearly 

link back to the objective. An excerpt of the MTL is provided in Figure 4 for the Sense domain that is 

applicable to this objective. In the tree-style structure, tasks are broken down to the lowest level of detail 

applicable for measure to the problem at hand. In this case, it is necessary to delve down several levels to 

arrive at specific enough tasks for the formation participants. The darker green highlighting indicates tasks 

that are directly applicable to the objective, while the lighter green highlighting indicates supporting tasks 

that must be completed in order to achieve the objective tasks. At the fifth (sub-task) level, there are two 

tasks highlighted:  

2.1.4.3.1 Disseminate RMP Electronically 

To electronically provide the Recognized Maritime Picture (RMP) via datalink or 

web-based data exchanges which feed into ships’, HQs’ and joint forces’ automatic 

tactical displays, as well as allies and external agencies as required [30]. 

2.1.4.3.2 Disseminate SITREPs, Assessments and Commander’s Daily Intentions 

To provide subordinates, other commanders and superiors key information and 

direction with respect to the mission. This task includes obtaining, relaying and 

distributing data and information by any means including establishing 
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communication links with joint and coalition forces. Information can include 

revision to the plan, specific courses of action and intent, operation plans and 

orders, intelligence update, environmental conditions, friendly unit status and 

location, updated indications and warnings, and other reports [30]. 

These two tasks are most pertinent to the objective identified above and will be examined further. 

Table 4: EX SASE 17 objectives. 

Interagency Objectives: 

1. Validate compliance with existing major marine disaster plans and their interoperability. 

2. Identify and validate casualty management processes. 

3. Identify methods of sharing Situational Awareness (SA) and maintaining a Common 

Operating Picture (COP). 

4. Confirm the incorporation of lessons learned from previous “major marine disaster” 

exercises. 

TTX Objectives: 

1. Validate existing plans for responding to a MAJMAR and their interoperability. 

2. Validate track, and map the notification and information flow during the response to the 

MAJMAR. 

3. Discuss jurisdictional authorities and responsibilities for MAJMAR response. 

4. Validate the process for command, control, and collaboration across all participating 

agencies and stakeholders. 

5. Identify possible improvements to the MAJMAR plan and other related plans activated for 

major maritime disasters. 

EOCX Objectives: 

1. Validate compliance with existing plans for responding to a major maritime disaster and 

their interoperability. 

i. The JRCC MAJMAR plan, and 

ii. The draft JTFP MAJMAR CONPLAN. 

2. Initiate casualty management process. 

3. Identify methods of sharing SA and maintaining a COP.  

FSX Objectives: 

1. Activation of Battle Watch Operation Centre (BWOC) / COP link between 

Federal/Provincial and local authorities’ Emergency Operations Centres (EOC) [68]; 

2. Validation of handover procedures between CAF Operations Centres (JRCC, Regional 

Joint Operation Centre (RJOC), BWOC); and 

3. Validation of JRCC and JTFP CONPLANs MAJMAR. 
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Figure 4: Excerpt from MTL (Annex C). 

2 Sense

2.1 Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR)

2.1.1 Survey Operating Environment

2.1.1.1 Collect and Distribute Hydrographic Information 

2.1.1.2 Collect and Distribute Oceanographic/Acoustic Information

2.1.1.3 Collect and Distribute Meteorological Information

2.1.1.4 Conduct Classified Data Information Search

2.1.1.4.1 Conduct Classified Countries Study

2.1.1.4.2 Collect and Assess Previous Historical Reports and Lessons Learned (LL)

2.1.1.5 Collect and Assess Open-Source Geopolitical Information 

2.1.2 Plan Intelligence Collection

2.1.2.1 Identify and Prioritize Operational Information Requirements (IR) 

2.1.2.1.1 Conduct the Collection of Information Related to CCIR 

2.1.2.1.2 Prepare Essential Elements of Friendly Information (EEFI) 

2.1.2.2 Allocate and Deploy ISTAR Sources

2.1.2.2.1 Develop and Exploit HUMINT Sources 

2.1.2.2.2 Coordinate and Exploit SIGINT Sources

2.1.2.2.3 Coordinate and Exploit GEOINT Sources 

2.1.3 Share Intelligence 

2.1.3.1 Operate Marine Security Operations Centres MSOC

2.1.3.1.1 Coordinate with CAF National Operational Intelligence Centre

2.1.3.1.2 Establish Partnerships for Information Sharing with OGDs

2.1.3.1.3 Develop Combined Naval Intelligence Exchange Protocols 

2.1.3.2 Provide Theatre Intelligence 

2.1.3.2.1 Prepare Intelligence Products for the Operational Area 

2.1.3.2.2 Provide Indication and Warning (I&W) 

2.1.3.2.3 Provide Current Intelligence 

2.1.3.2.4 Provide Target Intelligence 

2.1.3.2.5 Provide Operational Combat Assessment (CA)

2.1.4 Generate MDA & Disseminate the RMP 

2.1.4.1 Collate Information

2.1.4.1.1 Build Surface Picture

2.1.4.1.1.1 Detect Surface Contacts

2.1.4.1.1.2 Track Surface Contacts

2.1.4.1.1.3 Classify Surface Contacts

2.1.4.1.1.4 Identify Surface Targets

2.1.4.1.2 Build Sub-Surface Picture

2.1.4.1.2.1 Detect Sub-Surface Contacts

2.1.4.1.2.2 Track Sub-Surface Contacts

2.1.4.1.2.3 Classify Sub-Surface Contacts

2.1.4.1.2.4 Identify Sub-Surface targets

2.1.4.1.3 Build Air Picture

2.1.4.1.3.1 Detect Air Contacts

2.1.4.1.3.2 Track Air Contacts

2.1.4.1.3.3 Classify Air Contacts

2.1.4.1.3.4 Identify Air Targets

2.1.4.2 Display Information

2.1.4.2.1 Electronically Display Tactical Symbols and Graphics 

2.1.4.2.2 Display Data in Standardized Format 

2.1.4.2.3 Produce Photographic, Video and Print Media 

2.1.4.3 Disseminate Information 

2.1.4.3.1 Disseminate RMP Electronically

2.1.4.3.2 Disseminate SITREPs, Assessments and Commander’s Daily Intentions

2.1.5 Analyze and Integrate Operational information 

2.1.5.1 Collect Situational & Capability Information on Neutral and Friendly Forces

2.1.5.2 Identify Operational Issues and Threats 

2.1.5.3 Assess Enemy

2.1.5.3.1 Assess Enemy’s Operational Capabilities 

2.1.5.3.1.1 Collect Information on Enemy Weapon Systems 

2.1.5.3.1.2 Collect Information on Enemy’s Intentions 
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The first task, dissemination of the RMP electronically, applies specifically to near-real time sharing of ship 

and aircraft positional data with external agencies via electronic means. It was noted during the IPC that, at 

the regional level, no one system existed that enabled such data to be passed to all participants, nor even to 

the minimum set of participants at the federal and provincial levels that would require such information to 

act upon. As this was beyond the mandate of the exercise to create such a system, the core planning team 

determined that best current practices for information transfer would be evaluated as best as possible; such 

practices fall under the second task of dissemination of situational reports (SITREP’s), assessments, and 

commander’s intentions. Therefore, no MOE’s were developed for the first task. 

Within the second task, providing subordinates, other commanders and superiors’ key information and 

direction with respect to the mission, which primarily included obtaining, relaying and distributing data and 

information on a) friendly unit status/location and b) search and rescue (SAR) updates. The data of interest 

was broken down according to categorization of data type, object of measurement and measurement 

method, as per Table 5. All of the green highlighted MOPs pertain to the information provided for a location 

report (a), and all of the blue highlighted MOP’s pertain to that for a SAR report (b). In both cases, 

information is collected on the time of the actual observation, in order to evaluate the lag on the current 

picture or to compare the lag on transmission with known ground truth. 

Table 5: Sample MOP’s for Task 2.1.4.3.2 in the context of EX SASE 17. 

Data Type Object of Measurement Measurement Method 

Nominal Platform Type Categorical 

Nominal Platform Name String 

Ratio Geographic Location Latitude/Longitude 

Ratio Time/Date Stamp of Location Observation Quantity 

Ratio Time/Date Stamp of Location Report Quantity 

Ratio Number of Persons Evacuated from Ship (OR) Quantity 

Ratio Number of Persons Ashore (OR) Quantity 

Ratio Number of Persons Transported to EOCs (AND/OR) Quantity 

Ratio Number of Injuries/Casualties Quantity 

Ratio Time/Date Stamp of Observation Quantity 

Nominal Fidelity with Known Ground Truth Dichotomous 

Evaluation of these MOP’s will be discussed in the Assess phase, Section 3.7. 
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3.5 Plan Phase Example 

The MPC was held following on 17–18 May 2017, during which training objectives were identified for the 

EOCX (as described in Section 3.2). The FPC was held on 21–22 September 2017. The MSEL was refined 

iteratively during the intervening time frame, and injects were developed only as necessary. The scenario 

in use was well established from an early point in the exercise planning process, and it was agreed upon 

that the same scenario be utilized for all progressive tiers in the exercise in order to facilitate familiarity 

and build capability from one to the next. The EXPLAN [70] was released shortly before the full scale 

exercise, with the player and control/evaluator handbooks [71]–[72], and the Exercise Evaluation Guide 

(EEG) [34] following shortly thereafter.  

3.6 Conduct Phase Example 

To help inform the MPC, the TTX was held on 16 May 2017 at Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Esquimalt 

with 93 participants from nearly 20 organizations [52]. The approach utilized a combination of a turn-based, 

inject driven, table-top wargame to represent the initial SAR response, where data was collected on 

communication links and information transfers. A round-table discussion followed to address consequence 

management and environmental response issues. 

The EOCX was a functional exercise held on 19 September 2017, intended primarily to test 

communications and situational awareness between Emergency Operations Centres at the federal, 

provincial and municipal levels. Participants were expected to perform the notifications tasks that they 

would normally perform during response operations. A small number of organizations chose to exercise 

internal processes for standing up of EOC’s; however, most were limited to actual or simulated 

communications functions [55]. This helped inform the FPC and served as preparation for the full scale 

exercise. 

The FSX was held on 25–26 October 2017, involving over 20 partner agencies or first responders, nearly 

two dozen ships and aircraft, 97 live actors, 200 volunteers, and over 1,300 Canadian and United States 

(US) emergency management and SAR professionals. The focus of the first day was the SAR coordination 

and on-water communications, as well as medical triage and care. The second day focused on consequence 

management and environmental response, on-water training and the activation of an Incident Command 

Post (ICP). A “hot wash” was conducted on 27 October 2017 to capture immediate lessons learned, and a 

survey in both electronic and paper format was transmitted to exercise participants to determine the training 

value of the exercise, where issues or gaps arose in the overall MAJMAR disaster response process, and to 

propose potential solutions [53], [73]. 

3.7 Assess Phase Example 

Evaluation of the MOP’s was completed by means of examining both the physical maps for each 

organization that represented their COP, as well as the data that was passed between organizations on 

various information cards. Simple comparisons from table to table at the end of the wargame revealed 

differences in the perceived COP; however, as individual movements of assets were not recorded, it was 

not possible to trace what led to the divergence in the pictures. Had the MOPs listed in Table 5 been 

established prior to the execution of the TTX, this would not have been as issue—highlighting the value of 

working through the objective to task to MOP decomposition as part of the Ex2 Framework. Participants 
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perceived that the information transfer risk would be mitigated by digital data links between agencies, but, 

as discussed previously, these were not robust nor pervasive enough to reach all partners.  

The information flow diagram that was constructed from the information cards collected during the 

table-top game provided a more direct means of evaluating the information flow. The information flow 

diagram has been included in Annex F (heretofore unpublished) for the reader to be able to examine the 

elements captured from each of the cards, as well as the inferences required to establish the flow of 

information, as the data was often incomplete or missing entirely. |At the time, there was no established 

procedure (known as a synchronization matrix) to compare against in order to synchronize desired effects. 

Due to the lack of quantitative data overall, a simple stoplight system was used for reporting on the TTX 

objectives. Objective 2: Validate track, and map the notification and information flow during the response 

to the MAJMAR was graded as yellow following the TTX [54]. 

The MOPs for the EOCX were only partially assessed, and limited to tactical logs available at the time. It 

was noted that there were some transcription errors in the data, as well as player-introduced “updates” that 

did not come from readily available knowledge or EXCON injects. Because of the decision to focus the 

EOCX at the operational vice tactical level (without simulating asset responses), there were insufficient 

inputs to maintain and track the normally complex flow of SA to various organizations [55]. 

For the FSX, a combination of tactical electronic logs (including the JRCC log, the Marine Communications 

Traffic Services Centre (MCTS) log, and email communications) and verbal reports recorded as part of the 

exercise were used to record major platform positions. These were compared against the last known 

Automatic Identification System (AIS) report available for the platform from an unclassified Global 

Command and Control System-Maritime Command Interface+ (GCI+) data query from the RJOC 

(considered relative “ground truth”10 for the purposes of the evaluation). Of note, only two ships appeared 

in more than a single record set, so only records for the Canadian Coast Guard Ship (CCGS) BARTLETT 

and the Motor Vessel COASTAL RENAISSANCE (M/V CR) could be compared in Figure 5. The accuracy 

of the position and the time latency of the platform position reports were evaluated in order to develop 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 (plotted by reporting source, with ship of report noted in brackets in legend). These 

figures enable a comparison of the quality / accuracy of the situational awareness as the information passes 

between organizations; the greater the differences, the longer the time between the inter-agency report and 

the last known AIS position [53]. 

                                                      
10 It is understood that AIS data is not error-free and additional analysis was completed to confirm the validity of the 

points against which the reports were corroborated. 
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Figure 5: AIS reports from GCI+ of the CCGS BARTLETT and M/V COASTAL RENAISSANCE  

on 25 October 2017 [73], before (a) and after (b) error checking in the route continuity. 
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Figure 6: Accuracy of SA (in nm) on Day One of 

the exercise [53]. 

 

Figure 7: Time latency (minutes) of SA on Day 

One of the exercise [53]. 

From the perspective of the MOP’s for the SAR reports, both real world and exercise data were tracked. 

The no-fail tracking of the volunteers evacuated off the ferry was achieved using head counts and nominal 

roll calls at key points in the exercise—all were accounted for at all times. The remainder of the simulated 

passenger/casualty tracking assessment11 required summary counts to be formally reported to a single 

authority. Figure 8 and Figure 9 provide a visual indicator of the information reported over time to various 

EOCs, as strictly given in the electronic logs or participant email traffic recorded during the exercise. In 

these figures, the indigo coloured regions indicate where correct/cross-validated information passed 

between organizations. The red regions indicate incorrect or inconsistent data that may or may not be have 

been corrected at a later point in time or via other communications means. The time at which the record of 

such information is passed is marked approximately at the midpoint of the bar representing the passage of 

information to the EOC. It is important to note that these logs do not include voice communications (such 

as chat, phone, radio or in-person), instant messaging, or other method that did not output to an electronic 

log that could be examined post-exercise [53].  

The After Action Review (AAR) was conducted 23–24 January 2018 in order to share departmental 

findings and set the stage for the development of an inter-departmental After Action Report [52], which 

was then presented to and accepted by the Senior Steering Committee 5 June 2018.  

  

                                                      
11 While not all casualty tracking systems employed in the exercise utilized identical colour schemes to categorize 

patients, they all use a stoplight system to indicate severity of injury (with white (W) to indicate non-injured and 

black (B) to indicated deceased). The classification of injuries could also vary depending on the stage of the patient 

at the time of triage or the level of care. Source tracking was not utilized here.  

Source (Reported Platform) 
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Figure 8: Passenger tracking and reporting over time on Day One of the exercise [53].  

 

Figure 9: Casualty tracking and reporting over time on Day One of the exercise [53]. 
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4 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Given the lack of any similar approaches, a generalized Ex2 Support Framework was proposed as part of a 

large body of effort to inform and support future exercises and experimentation. It is a requirements-based 

methodology for aligning exercises and limited experimentation within military exercises with assigned 

functions, missions and tasks in the Canadian context for maritime operations. Although it was primarily 

intended for use by the operational research and analysis community, the Ex2 framework also helps the 

military chain of command understand the role of the OR team. Such a framework eliminates duplication 

of effort by providing a standardized process and subsequently increases efficiency, consistency, and 

reproducibility in the face of high OR staff turnover. It also provides decision-makers and planners with an 

understanding of key inputs, processes, outputs and timelines required to conceive, design and develop 

combined training exercises and operational research experimentation. Specifically for the RCN, a 

Canadianized operational-to-tactical Maritime Task List was proposed here. While the task list may not be 

exhaustive, it is extensible and individual tasks can be linked to MOPs through a sub-framework of objects 

of measurement and measurement methods. A worked example was provided to illustrate how to utilize 

the MTL within the Ex2 Framework to develop MOP’s for an exercise, highlighting the value of performing 

the steps in the appropriate order to support analysis throughout the conduct of the exercise. 

4.1 Linkage to CAF Frameworks 

Considerable effort was expended in attempts to link the MTL to tasks for the CAF as a whole, including 

the Joint Capability Framework (JCF), which spans the strategic-to-operational tasks for all services. 

However, aligning the MTL operational tasks with the CAF strategic tasks yielded significant separation 

of naval tasks that were considered more logical when grouped together, as well as revealing a multitude 

of non-naval tasks that were not decomposed to the operational level. After several attempts to organize the 

MTL within a strategic framework, this effort was set aside; however, if suitable subject matter experts 

(SMEs) were to assist to cover off the Air, Land, and Joint components, it would be possible to meet this 

objective. 

4.2 Mapping to Maritime Vignettes 

The MTL Excel workbook could include mapping of the tasks (at appropriate levels) to the Maritime 

Vignettes [1] used for capability-based planning by the Director General of Naval Force Development. The 

Maritime Vignettes detail potential scenarios that could be faced in future RCN operations, with supporting 

details from past operations. Mapping would facilitate the identification of pertinent tasks for a given 

vignette or scenario, resulting in a master task list, complete with hierarchy with respect to 

unit/organization. The mapping could be comprised of simply cross-referencing each task to Maritime 

Vignette Number (in columns), or a tool could be developed that automatically generates a master task list 

upon selection of Maritime Vignette (or scenario)—see next section.  

4.3 Mission-to-Task Decomposition Tool for the RCN 

Although the MTL is currently set up as a generic operational-to-tactical task list, it will support a mission-

to-task decomposition process. A potential way ahead with the MTL workbook would be to formulate a 

tool in which the high-level operational tasks are chosen, and the output consolidated into a specific task 

list, structured in the same hierarchical fashion as the MTL (operational-to-tactical, in increasing levels of 
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fidelity) and having the same task level expansion/contraction capability as the current workbook. This 

would be similar to the Defence Planning Mission Study Tool (D-MIST) application which forms part of 

NATO’s Joint Defence Planning Analysis and Requirements Tool Set (J-DARTS) [73]. 

J-DARTS is a NATO-developed tool for capability based planning. It is comprised of the following set of 

applications inter-linked through the central data repository (CDR) interface: 

 D-MIST (Defence Planning Mission Study Tool);  

 D-CALC (Defence Planning Capability Assignment Logic Calculator); 

 D-SIGN (Defence Planning Scenario Information and Geographical Analysis Tool);  

 D-RUM (Defence Planning Requirements and Unit Matching Tool); and  

 D-EFT (Defence Planning Extended Fulfillment Tool). 

J-DARTS is used to support NATO’s Capability Requirements Review (CRR) using mission-to-task 

decomposition. D-MIST facilitates the creation and analysis of generic mission types,12 and the mission 

task decomposition of scenarios (which result from specific parameters applied to generic mission types). 

The primary D-MIST output is a list of key tasks (KTs) based on a specific scenario generated from a 

selected mission type. Generic solutions to the KTs are presented by Joint Activity Trees (JATs). The 

D-CALC application calculates the capability requirements based on scenario-specific parameters 

generated by D-SIGN. D-RUM assesses the level of ambition, based on the collective capability 

requirements of all scenarios. D-RUM also stores force structure element data, and interfaces with D-EFT 

(which generates force structure, and enables capability – requirement gap analysis). 

The entire application suite that comprises the J-DARTS tool essentially provides the ability to process top-

down analysis of scenario requirements, bottom-up analysis of existing (or future) capability, and the gap 

analysis between the two. It is certainly well-worth investigating the utility of J-DARTS as a tool. The Ex2 

Support Framework, the MTL, and the Maritime Vignettes [1] would constitute Canadianized parts of the 

database from which each J-DARTS application could draw. 

                                                      
12 Mission types would be akin to the Maritime Vignettes, developed in [1]. 
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Annex A Activities by Exercise Phase 

 

Figure A.1: The six phases of the Ex2 Planning Process synchronizing the timeline of RCN  

and OR Team activities. Adapted from Figure 5-1 of [11]. 
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Annex B Flow of OR Activities in Support of an Exercise 

 

Figure B.1: Flow of OR activities in support of an exercise.13 The colour of each box corresponds to the 

phase in the planning process (blue = Conceive, yellow = Design, red = Plan, purple = Conduct, and 

grey = Assess). 

                                                      
13 Figure 5-2, taken from page 86 of [11]. 
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Annex C Abridged Version of the MTL 

The actual tasks captured in the MTL tool are provided below, as a list of hierarchical headings. The tool 

itself contains these headings but offers interactive functionality. Each main task can be presented at varying 

levels, or all tasks can be listed to a particular task level (mapped to organizational hierarchy). The task 

numbering is automatic, thus tasks can be added at a suitable level, and the list can easily be renumbered.  

The tool also links the various tasks to viable performance measures, from which the analyst can choose 

for task evaluation. The range of performance level will depend on the task granularity, Exercise evaluation 

resource level, as well as the turnaround time required for the Exercise Assessment. 

Table C.1: Levels 1–3 of MTL. 

 

 

1 Command

1.1 Command, Control, Communications, and Computers (C4)

1.1.1 Command and Control (C2) of Operations

1.1.2 Conduct/Execute Operations

1.1.3 Monitor and Control Operations 

1.1.4 Close Out Operations

2 Sense

2.1 Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR)

2.1.1 Survey Operating Environment

2.1.2 Plan Intelligence Collection

2.1.3 Share Intelligence 

2.1.4 Generate MDA & Disseminate the RMP 

2.1.5 Analyze and Integrate Operational information 

3 Act

3.1 Anti-Surface Warfare

3.1.1 Conduct Anti-Surface Operations 

3.2 Anti-Air Warfare

3.3 Anti-Submarine Warfare

3.3.1 Conduct Anti-Submarine Operations 
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3.4 Mine Warfare

3.4.1 Conduct Mining Operations 

3.4.2 Provide Area Mine Clearance 

3.5 Electronic Warfare

3.5.1 Conduct Electronic Warfare Operations 

3.5.2 Conduct Cyber Warfare 

3.6 Conduct Maritime Support of Land Operations

3.6.1 Embark/Convey Conventional Land Forces 

3.6.2 Land SOF

3.6.3 Conduct Naval Fire Support (NFS) Missions

3.7 Interdiction/Sea Control Operations

3.7.1 Conduct Surveillance/Interdiction Operations 

3.7.2 Conduct Maritime Blockade Operations 

3.8 Air Operations

3.8.1 Operate Own Aircraft

3.8.2 Receive Allied Helicopters 

3.8.3 Fuel and Resupply (replenish) Naval Forces

3.9 Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW)

3.9.1 Conduct Confidence Building Measures (CBM)

3.9.2 Conduct Freedom of Navigation (FON) Transits

3.9.3 Naval Coordination and Advice to Shipping (Protect Others)

3.9.4 Humanitarian Assistance/Disaster Response

3.9.5 Search and Rescue (SAR)

3.9.6 Evacuation

3.10 Seamanship

3.10.1 Plan Navigation Passage 

3.10.2 Conduct Pre-sailing Preps/Checks

3.10.3 Move Naval Forces 

3.10.4 Move Special Operations Forces

3.10.5 Fuel and Resupply (replenish) Naval Forces

3.10.6 Provide Towing Services

4 Shield

4.1 Harbour Defence

4.1.1 Provide Harbour Security

4.2 CBRN

4.2.1 Conduct Self-Defence against CBRN

4.3 Force Protection

4.3.1 Protect Self/Others (Unit Level, Ships Alongside)

4.3.2 Protect Materiel

4.3.3 Protect Information

4.3.4 Protect Personnel
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5 Sustain

5.1 Specialist Support

5.1.1 Provide Health Services

5.1.2 Provide Personnel Services

5.1.3 Provide Administrative Services

5.1.4 Provide Jetties and Services

5.2 Survivability

5.2.1 Conduct Damage Control

5.2.2 Provide Emergency Assistance to Consorts & Main Body 

5.3 Green Ship (Protect the Environment)

5.3.1 Provide Waste and Recycling Programmes 

5.3.2 Manage Fuel Spills, Bilge and Oily Water Discharges

5.3.3 Manage Ship Emissions

5.3.4 Provide Legal Advice on Foreign Environmental Regulations 

5.3.5 Handle, Store and Dispose of HAZMAT 

5.3.6 Execute Marine Mammal Mitigation Plan 

5.4 Force Generation

5.4.1 Develop Concepts

5.4.2 Develop Equipment

5.4.3 Recruit Forces

5.4.4 Train Forces

5.4.5 Confirm Readiness to Deploy

5.4.6 Assign Personnel to Units

5.4.7 Accommodate Forces

5.4.8 Feed Forces

5.4.9 Ammunition Forces

5.4.10 Rotate/Relieve Forces

5.5 Logistics and Support

5.5.1 Provide Stores

5.5.2 Conduct Rest and Maintenance Period (RAMP)

5.5.3 Maintain and Repair Materiel
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Annex D Data Collection Tools 

Table D.1: Overview of data collection tools. 

Type of template 

Intended 

objective 

 

Type of data yielded  Roles 

involved 
Administration 

schedule  

  Quantitative Qualitative      

 

 

C
at
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o
ri

ca
l/

 

D
is

cr
et

e 

D
ic

h
o

to
m

o
u

s 

C
o

n
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O
p
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m
  

P
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p
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ts
  

B
ef

o
re

 

D
u

ri
n

g
 

A
ft

er
 

Record of 

observation 

To guide the 

unobtrusive 

recording of 

observations. 

   X X   X  

Checklist To monitor 

activities that 

are relevant to 

the research 

objectives. 

X X   X X  X X 

Dichotomous choice 

(yes/no) 

To monitor 

activities that 

are relevant to 

the research 

objectives. 

 X   X X X X X 

Likert-type or Likert 

rating scale 

To gather 

feedback related 

to a specific 

aspect of a 

participant’s 

knowledge, 

skill, ability, or 

experience. 

X  X*   X X X X 

Open-ended 

questions 

To gather 

qualitative 

feedback from 

the participants. 

     X X X X 

Time/date stamp To monitor 

activities that 

are relevant to 

the research 

objectives. 

  X  X X  X  
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Type of template 

Intended 

objective 

 

Type of data yielded  Roles 

involved 
Administration 

schedule  

  Quantitative Qualitative      
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Data sample To monitor 

activities that 

are relevant to 

the research 

objectives. 

  X  X X  X  

Ranking To order or 

prioritize 

according to 

assigned criteria 

that are relevant 

to the research 

objectives. 

X  X  X X X X X 

*Under specific conditions as described in Section 2.1.2 of [18]. 
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Annex E Linkage Between Templates and Data Types 

Table E.1: Linkage between data collection templates and types. 

 Types of data scales 

 Nominal Ordinal Interval Ratio 

Name of 

Template 

 

Categorical 

 

Discrete Dichotomous 

Rank 

order/ 

scale 

Continuous Continuous 

Record of 

observation 
X      

Checklist  X X*    

Dichotomous 

choice 

(yes/no) 

  X    

Likert-type 

or Likert 

rating scale 

   X X  

Open-ended 

questions 
X      

Time/date 

stamp 
    X X 

Data sample      X 

Ranking  X  X   

* Some exceptions may apply. 
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Annex F Information Flow Diagram from EX SASE TTX 

Please refer to electronic (PDF) diagram on next page. 

 

Figure F.1: Information flow diagram from EX SASE TTX. 
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EXCON
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Explosion on lower vehicle deck is followed 
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semi‐trailers and 20 passenger buses 
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Transmitted via CH 16 and INCOMM.

JRCC, MCTS/ROC, JTFP, 
On Scene (CCEL, VOO)

EXCON

1:50:00 PMI1

Explosion on lower vehicle deck is followed 
by a rapidly spreading fire. 1385 
passengers onboard, 41 crew onboard. 12 
semi‐trailers and 20 passenger buses 
distributed across all vehicle decks. 
Transmitted via CH 16 and INCOMM.

JRCC, MCTS/ROC, JTFP, 
On Scene (CCEL, VOO)

EXCON

1:50:00 PMI1

Explosion on lower vehicle deck is followed 
by a rapidly spreading fire. 1385 
passengers onboard, 41 crew onboard. 12 
semi‐trailers and 20 passenger buses 
distributed across all vehicle decks. 
Transmitted via CH 16 and INCOMM.

JRCC, MCTS/ROC, JTFP, 
On Scene (CCEL, VOO)

EXCON

1:50:00 PMI1

Harbour authority of Saltspring Island to 
clear docks and prepare to receive large 
numbers

JRCC

Cape Naden
On Scene

1:50:00 PMC523

Task Ganges MLB (otherwise known as the 
Cape Kuper)

JRCC

Cape Kuper
On Scene

1:50:00 PMC557

ETA 20 min; Cape Naden and Ganges 1, 4 
crew

JRCC

Cape Naden and Ganges 1
On Scene

1:50:00 PMC511

RCMP P/V Higgitt in Nanaimo, ETA 1hr 15 
min

JRCC

Cst. Dykena
RCMP

1:50:00 PMC127

Sitrep from Captain of CCEL: Cell phone 
contact for ferry

JRCC

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

1:53:00 PMC536

Inform/task USCG Seattle

EXCONJRCC

1:53:00 PMC593

Mayday relay issued

JRCC

MCTS (VAK)
MCTS/ROC

1:50:00 PMC553

CCG Hovercraft ETA on scene 40 min

JRCC (VAK)
JRCC

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

1:50:00 PMC528

EEP Hearing. Reports of BC Ferry in 
distress. Requesting confirmation/sit rep 
from EMBC/JRCC.

EMBC

MOE (EEP)
Provincial

1:50:00 PMR343

Task Cormorant and Buffalo

442 Corm AC
On Scene

Air Controller
JRCC

1:50:00 PMJRCC ROD

How many crew and how many passengers 
onboard the ferry? 

BCF

Cst. Dykena
RCMP

1:51:00 PMR21

Task HCU (CCGH Penac  or CCGH Siyay)

JRCC

CCGH Penac  or CCGH Siyay
On Scene

1:51:00 PMC561

27 Nanaimo 5 POB, 3 first responders, 1 
medic, 1 emergency room doctor. 45 min 
ETA

Vic CG
JRCC

RCM SAR 27
On Scene

1:51:00 PMC981

CAF assets IVO CCEL; RDS reg 8 hrs NTP, 
reduced to 4 hrs, Sea King embarked

JRCC

RJOC SWO
JTFP/BWOC

1:51:00 PMC785

Do they know the cause of the fire (i.e., 
intentional, accidental, criminal)?

JRCCRCMP

1:52:00 PMR23

Request PA assistance. Possible MAJMAR 
initiated.

Mansi
JTFP/BWOC

PAO
JTFP/BWOC

1:52:00 PMC549

Bartlett tasked

JRCC?

1:52:00 PMC565

Inform OIC

OIC
JRCC

Air Controller
JRCC

1:52:00 PMC589

CCEL explosion & fire onboard. Loc Portlock 
Pt,  ~ 400,000 L bunkers onboard.

RG
MCTS/ROC

ER
CCG 

1:52:00 PMC892

Major marine incident. Requesting CCG 
secondary resources available. Request 
EOC stood up.

ROC
MCTS/ROC

RSMS
MCTS/ROC

1:52:00 PMC597

Major incident w/BC Ferries. Bartlett, HC, 
Ganges are tasked. ETA HC 40 min.

CCG Directors
MCTS/ROC

ROC
MCTS/ROC

1:52:00 PMC475

Tides and currents for the area and time.

BCF

ROC (Brady)
MCTS/ROC

1:52:00 PMR396

CCEL has experienced an explosion and fire 
onboard in transit SWZ + TWN. Vessel 
presently off Portlock Point. 1385 
passengers, 41 crew. Master has initiated 
evacuation.

TC
Federal

MCTS (RG)
MCTS/ROC

1:52:00 PMC888

Social media feeds from passengers on 
ferry. PDM monitors and sees multiple 
social media posts re: incident.

Prov Duty Manager
EMBC

1:52:00 PMC239

BC Ferry Mayday near active pass

J3
JTFP/BWOCJRCC

1:53:00 PMC586

Out traing off Nanaimo, 5 POB, 1 crew med 
doctor. ETA 40 min

JRCC, MCTS/ROC

RCM SAR 27
On Scene

1:53:00 PMC532

Tolonen training Victoria waterfront, SAR 
ready, ETA on scene 1 hr 

JRCC

RCM SAR 35
On Scene

1:53:00 PMC3

Marine assistant notify RSMS. Advise 
situation, request MAJMAR

RSMS
JRCCJRCC

1:53:00 PMC582

Not Tasked

RCM SAR 35
On SceneJRCC

1:53:00 PMC614

For contact with PECC, go through Ops @ 
1-800-663-3456

EMBC

MOE (EEP)
Provincial

1:53:00 PMC280

DAFO assistance

JRCC

1:53:00 PMJRCC ROD

BC Ferry Quinitsa in vicinity (contact)

JRCC

CCGS Cape Naden
On Scene

1:54:00 PMC519

Brief ROC

??

Air Controller
JRCC

1:54:00 PMC574

PA has been recalled w/all hands (2xpens) 
to JRCC from Xmas vacation. ETA 1 hr - 
1450 PA to JRCC fully stood up.

J3
JTFP/BWOC

PA
JRCC

1:54:00 PMC581

Contain fire?, Don life jackets, remove 
passengers to assembly areas, prepare for 
evac. Prepare 4 slides and rafts.

??BCF

1:54:00 PMC927

Request information to be validated -> 
request for SA goes out to CCG

JRCCEMBC

1:55:00 PMR337

JRCC to validate media leaks from 
passenger on ferry

JRCCEMBC

1:55:00 PMR339

CCEL has experience explosion with rapidly 
spreading fire. Recommend recalling RDS 
and standing up BWOC.

J3
JTFP/BWOC

J36
JTFP/BWOC

1:55:00 PMC789

ROC standing up EOC, notified RD fleet/AC/
RD programs. Beginning to ID other CG 
assets to assist.

JRCC

ROC (Ops)
MCTS/ROC

1:55:00 PMC479

What VOOs responding?

MCTS
MCTS/ROCJRCC
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Clay: Tides + currents are L - 11:12, H - 
15:47, Flood? Up, Ebb? (Blank), Up 
channel.
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On Scene
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Make recommendation to recall RDS. N3 
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JTFP/BWOC

RJOC SWO
JTFP/BWOC
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Reports of ferry emergency on social media 
- confirm student ? groups (VIC/VAN) 
resource availability (& Gulf Islands)

EMBC

MoEd (All SDs)
Provincial
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BC Ferries to validate social media feeds 
from passengers on ferry

BCF
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RCMP advised local detachment in area, 
incl. Saltspring Island and outer Gulf 
Islands. RCMP also sending air support 
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rescue services in area.
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activated, but unable  to contain. 
“Abandon ship” order given. Transmitted 
via CH 16 and INCOMM.

JRCC, MCTS/ROC, JTFP/BWOC, 
On Scene (CCEL, VOO)

EXCON

1:57:00 PMI2

VOO Camosun Chief has responded to 
broadcast. He is in Active Pass Mary-Anne 
Pt en route to Sidney. ETA < 10 min.

JRCC

MCTS
MCTS/ROC

1:57:00 PMC896

Tasked re: B/C ferry Coastal Celebration 
with fire onboard. Disabled off Pelle Pt. 
Unit 36 Sydney; 31 Brentwood Bay; 34 Mill 
Bay; Ganges 25; Ladysmith 29; Pender's 
Island 20.

RCM SAR
On SceneJRCC

1:54:00 PMC613

F/V Camosun Chief is a first nations seiner 
transiting eastbound in Active Pass 
heading to the Sidney government dock 
when they hear the call over CH 16. They 
are in the area and available to respond. 
Transmitted via CH 16.

MSTC/ROC, JTFP/BWOC, 
JRCC, On Scene (VOO)

EXCON

1:57:00 PMI3

C590

MAJMAR approved

JRCC
J3
JTFP/BWOC

1:57:00 PM

RDS crew recalled.

Olsen
JRCC

J3
JTFP/BWOC

1:57:00 PMC594

RCM SAR stations responding; 36 Sydney 
ETA 35 min; 31 Brent Bay ETA 50 min; 34 
Mill Bay ETA 1 hr; 25 Vesuvius ETA 45 min; 
29 Ladysmith ETA 50 min; 20 Pender's 
Island 30 min.

JRCC
RCM SAR
On Scene

1:57:00 PMC982

F/V Camosum Chief first nations siener 
transiting east bound in Active Pass is 
heading to Sydney gov't dock, and in area 
and available to respond

MCTS
MCTS/ROCVOO

1:57:00 PMC875

OGD LO on recall proceeds to BWOC, ETA 
1417 for initial situation brief (prior to 
deploying to EMBC when requested or 
directed).

JTFP/BWOC

OGD LO

JTFP/BWOC

1:57:00 PMC781

MSOC TC marine security inspector on way 
to provide liasion info flow w/TC marine 
Van. + determine security risk + cause 
(note: JRCC would confirm when TC LO 
needed).

JRCC

TC
Federal

1:57:00 PMC171

Consolidating info and produce sit rep to 
internal EMBC and prov gov't stakeholders, 
including info officers

??

PDM
EMBC

1:57:00 PMC243

VOO will be less than 10 min. F/V. CG 
resources: Ganges 1 will be 10 min, Bartlett 
1 (FRC) 30 min, Moytel 40 min, Bartlett 1 
hr.

BCF

MCTS

MCTS/ROC

1:57:00 PMC899

Salt Spring Island + Outer Gulf Islands 
RCMP vessels are being deployed. ETA 20 
min.

JRCCRCMP

1:58:00 PMC135

Called extra maritime coordinators.

JRCC

RSMS
JRCC

1:58:00 PMC601

NINP initial to J3, AC, ROC alerting, DND 
PAO.

ROC
MCTS/ROC

RSMS
JRCC

1:58:00 PMC605

Request additional SAR crews as per 
MAJMAR/MAJAID.

ACCE(P)
JTFP/BWOC

Olsen
JRCC

1:58:00 PMC545

Direct com req'd for BC Ferry S.P? V/L cell #

MCTS
MCTS/ROCJRCC

1:58:00 PMC578

CCGS Cape Kuper/Ganges 1 Enroute to 
scene.

JRCC, MCTS/ROCEXCON

1:59:00 PMI4

Sig Sar report to CJOC to give Ottawa SA. 
Requesting (MRLs) lines for MAJMAR/
holding lines based on SAR SUM.

CJOC (PA)
JTFP/BWOC

PA
JRCC

1:59:00 PMC577

BWOC activiation commenced. Equipment 
ready in 30 min. Pers arrival in 1-2 hrs.

MARPAC HQ
JTFP/BWOC

RJOC
JTFP/BWOC

1:59:00 PMC801

Confirmation of social media reports

EMBC

MoEd
Provincial

1:59:00 PMR345

Heads up on situation and request for info 
if they have heard any info.

Regional Manager
EMBC

PDM
EMBC

1:59:00 PMC220

Discuss PREOC & PECC activation staff 
needs

Regional Director & Ops Staff
EMBC

PDM
EMBC

1:59:00 PMC224

Notified 117, 103 - DS, managers & 
director -> start the process of reviewing 
resources (EMOs, COO, etc); Advise Air 
Support; Stand By.

BCEHS

1:59:00 PMBCEHS ROD

Notify EHS of emergency o/b BC Ferries. 
Possible large # of patients will update 
Trincomali Ch. between Galiano and Salt 
Spring.

??JRCC

1:59:00 PMC598

Assets/VOO IVO the striken vessel. Status 
of damage. # of pers on board vessel.

JRCC

RJOC (SWO)
JTFP/BWOC

2:00:00 PMR309

Status of pax & crew. Head count? Injuries?

JRCC

MCTS
MCTS/ROC

2:00:00 PMC625

Initial - sent. NINP processed & Sent out to 
fan out list.

J3, AC, ROC Alert
JRCC

ROC
MCTS/ROC

2:00:00 PMC471

Contact Victoria and Richmond ER staff. 
Request to mobilize staff and PCME to IOS. 
Marine Diesel.

MCTS
MCTS/ROC

ROC (Brady)
MCTS/ROC

2:00:00 PMR143

Contact WCMRC, request ETA? Request the 
vessel boomed (530'). Prior to booming, 
contact CCG for go ahead. Request 
recover/storage for 100m^3.

MCTS

MCTS/ROC

ROC (Brady)

MCTS/ROC

2:00:00 PMR400

Non-SAR RCAF assets avail @443 SQN and 
19 Wing. Info Requested through ACCE(P) 
DO and directly to 443 and 19 Wing.

ACCE(P)
JTFP/BWOC

RJOC SWO
JTFP/BWOC

2:00:00 PMR311

OGD LO would be getting the initial info 
and then deployed to EMBC

OGD LO
JTFP/BWOC

D/O3
JTFP/BWOC

2:00:00 PMC805

MAJMAR initiated

RJOC SWO
JTFP/BWOC

Olsen
JRCC

2:00:00 PMC637

Tasking received when they are transiting 
east-bound north of Entrance Island. 
Enroute to scene. CASTRACK system 
onboard.

CCGH Moytel

On SceneEXCON

2:00:00 PMI5

H/C route - Porlier via Trincomali? 
CASTRAK onboard

On Scene

ROC
MCTS/ROC

2:00:00 PMR151

Contact ECCC/NEEC. Request trajectory of 
100 m^3 or marine diesel release over 12 
hrs @1350. Request sensitivities for the 
crec.

EMBC

ROC (Brady)

MCTS/ROC

2:00:00 PMR141

MAJMAR activated @JTFP. Additional HSS 
HR and equipment may be requested to 
support.

1 HSG HQ/COS/CJOC
JTFP/BWOC

JHSS
JTFP/BWOC

2:01:00 PMC797

Type of vessel (size), # of patients, types of 
injuries, dangerous goods, weather 
conditions, destination of rescue craft.

JRCC

Dispatch
BCEHS

2:01:00 PMR317

Notification to include PECC, PREOCC 
activated, staff are coming in and 
recapture known/validated info.

All Provincial Stakeholders
ProvincialEMBC

2:02:00 PMC248

Notfication of incident w/info received 
from JRCC.

MOH (D/O)
ProvincialEMBC

2:02:00 PMC228

Staff fan out to stand up PECC.

??

PDM/ECC
EMBC

2:02:00 PMR351

Notify + request with EHS disembarkation 
of patients + non-injured. 1385 pass, 41 
crew. Unknown # of injured. Send rep to 
JRCC.

EMBCJRCC

2:00:00 PMC602

Advise of drop points for pax/injured 
(Ganges, Vic General, Royal Jubilee)

BCEHSJRCC

2:02:00 PMC629

Footage of the fire/explosion from shore 
and ferry sources have made its way onto 
social media. A news reporter places a call 
to PA to enquire if Comd JTFP has any 
comment as the SRR Commander about 
the developing incident.  

PA
JTFP/BWOCEXCON

2:03:00 PMI11

MAJMAR has been declared by SRR Comd. 
Requesting ROC liasion to BWOC @ JRCC.

ROC
MCTS/ROC

RSMS

JRCC

2:03:00 PMC609

Cape Kuper/Moytel suggest Montegue 
Marine Park as evac point. Concur?

JRCC (VAK)
JRCC

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:03:00 PMC161

Notification of event and info to provincial 
partners and local gov't.

Provincial Partners
Provincial

PDM
EMBC

2:03:00 PMC232

REC602 - What is it you want EMBC to do?

JRCC

PDM
EMBC

2:04:00 PMR349

USCG ETA 1445. USCG cutter enroute

JRCC

2:03:00 PMJRCC ROD

What HSS resources avail to support and 
recall is required in JTFP AOR?

JTFP/BWOC

JHSS
JTFP/BWOC

2:04:00 PMR313

Generating COP SA wrt stricken vessel 
(UNCLASS) that we can dist as req'd. RJOC 
to pass SA COP to BWOC as staff arrive.

JTFP/BWOC

RJOC

JTFP/BWOC

2:04:00 PMC782

Task Corm to find L2 on Saltspring. Buff Air 
Support for P.IW's. B Towing L/b -> Shore 
where helo can transport patients to EHS.

442 Corm AC
On Scene

Mansi

JRCC

2:05:00 PMC618

Q: Is there any deaths or serious injuries on 
board? If deaths, BC Coroner Service will 
need notification.

JRCCRCMP

2:05:00 PMR25

Conf call scheduled for 1410 to discuss 
potential oil and hazmat incident.

MCTS/ROC

MOE-EEP
Provincial

2:05:00 PMR338

Notification of event

NIHA D/O
Provincial

MOH (EMO D/O)
Provincial

2:05:00 PMC236

How is BCF communicating with the public/
engaging with the public?

BCFEMBC

2:05:00 PMR353

Vic ER staff + equipment will be at IOS @ 
1800. Richmond ER staff + equipment will 
be at IOS at 0600 next day.

ROC (Brady)
MCTS/ROCEXCON

2:05:00 PMC209

Vessels + equipment will be on scene @ 
2000 (MJ Green, No3, No6, No3) skimming 
+ containment capability.

ROC (Brady)
MCTS/ROCEXCON

2:05:00 PMC205

ROC liaison enroute, ETA 25 min

JRCC

ROC
MCTS/ROC

2:06:00 PMC456

Please confirm position.

MCTS
MCTS/ROCJRCC

2:06:00 PMC610

More info req'd. Type of incident, size of 
ship, # of patients, types of potential 
injuries, exact location, poissible landing 
site?

JRCC

Lance

BCEHS

2:06:00 PMR319

BCF has posted news release, service notice 
+ constant tweets

??BCF

2:06:00 PMC149

TC immediate notification sent out to 
federal organizations re: BCF incident

PS (GOC + Region)
Federal

TC
Federal

2:06:00 PMC175

Request SA on BCF incident

MCTS/ROC

PS
Federal

2:07:00 PMR3

How much fuel on board? What was 
cause?

EOC
BCF

TC (Duty Inspector)
Federal

2:06:00 PMR32

Update? Any Dangerous Goods? Injuries? 
Vessel stable?

MCTS
MCTS/ROC

TC (D/O)
Federal

2:00:00 PMR34

Request further info basis on PS SOPs.

TC
Federal

PS
Federal

2:07:00 PMR400

Tasking received when servicing Arachne 
Reef Beacon. Enroute to scene.

CCGS Bartlett
On SceneEXCON

2:07:00 PMI6

Re-tweet social media info posted by BCF

??EMBC

2:07:00 PMC251

Activating emergency protocols in all 
affected school districts.

??

MoEd
Provincial

2:07:00 PMC240

Request further details, including provincial 
activities.

EMBC
PS
Federal

2:07:00 PMR5

Unable to send rep @this time, no 
capacity, send JRCC rep to PECC

JRCCEMBC

2:08:00 PMR342

Move patients to Saltspring (potentially 
Fernwood Dock), Montegue Bay on 
Galiano?

JRCCBCEHS

2:08:00 PMC864

Activate MoC. Send rep to PECC (~2 hrs to 
arrive).

??
MoEd
Provincial

2:08:00 PMC244

Request activate emergency protocols & 
SC.

SD Vic, Van, & Gulf Islands
Local Authorities

MoEd
Provincial

2:08:00 PMC231

Confirmation of any students on ferry?

SD Vic
Local Authorities

MoEd
Provincial

2:08:00 PMR340

EEP has begun activating MEOC. Call 
scheduled with CCG for 14:10.

EMBC

MOE (EEP)
Provincial

2:08:00 PMC263

Initial briefing on incident, advise on 
potential code orange/MCL at 3 South 
Island facilities.

VIHA (Exec on call)
Provincial

HEMBC-VI (Jesse F.)
Provincial

2:08:00 PMC268

Request for RAdm to initiate FCG conf call 
(TC, TSB, EC, PWGSC, RCMP, Parks Canada, 
DFAIT, GOC, others)

J3
JRCC, JTFP/BWOC

RSMS
JRCC

2:08:00 PMC642

Send EHS personnel to JRCC

BCEHSJRCC

2:08:00 PMC633

EMBC wants a CCG rep to PECC. JRCC 
cannot. 

ROC
MCTS/ROC, JRCC

RSMS
JRCC

2:09:00 PMC626

When on scene, you are OSC.

CCGH Moytel
On SceneJRCC

2:10:00 PMC634

Cape Naden + G1753 on scene - 
MARSMALMO boats

MCTS/ROC, JRCC

Cape Naden
On Scene

2:09:00 PMC520

Provides SA update & request any SA they 
have

GOC
Federal

PS
Federal

2:09:00 PMC119

NASP aerial surveillance plane + crew on 
stadby at YVR to deploy. 

JRCC

TC
Federal

2:09:00 PMC163

Footage of evacuation and injured/dead 
personnel have made their way onto social 
media. News reporters place calls to all 
agencies' PA for more information about 
casualty rates.

All PAEXCON

2:10:00 PMI12

Footage of evacuation and injured/dead 
personnel have made their way onto social 
media. News reporters place calls to all 
agencies' PA for more information about 
casualty rates.

All PAEXCON

2:10:00 PMI12

Footage of evacuation and injured/dead 
personnel have made their way onto social 
media. News reporters place calls to all 
agencies' PA for more information about 
casualty rates.

All PAEXCON

2:10:00 PMI12

Footage of evacuation and injured/dead 
personnel have made their way onto social 
media. News reporters place calls to all 
agencies' PA for more information about 
casualty rates.

All PAEXCON

2:10:00 PMI12

Footage of evacuation and injured/dead 
personnel have made their way onto social 
media. News reporters place calls to all 
agencies' PA for more information about 
casualty rates.

All PAEXCON

2:10:00 PMI12

Footage of evacuation and injured/dead 
personnel have made their way onto social 
media. News reporters place calls to all 
agencies' PA for more information about 
casualty rates.

All PAEXCON

2:10:00 PMI12

Footage of evacuation and injured/dead 
personnel have made their way onto social 
media. News reporters place calls to all 
agencies' PA for more information about 
casualty rates.

All PAEXCON

2:10:00 PMI12

Footage of evacuation and injured/dead 
personnel have made their way onto social 
media. News reporters place calls to all 
agencies' PA for more information about 
casualty rates.

All PAEXCON

2:10:00 PMI12

Footage of evacuation and injured/dead 
personnel have made their way onto social 
media. News reporters place calls to all 
agencies' PA for more information about 
casualty rates.

All PAEXCON

2:10:00 PMI12

Does JRCC want TC Aviation to issue a 
NOTAM?

JRCC
TC
Federal

2:10:00 PMR22

Recall Matthew to JRCC

CCG
JRCC

RSMS
JRCC

2:10:00 PMC638

@Work getting fuel and loading gear. 
After brief view, looks like can land on 
Galiano @N48.53.86 W123.24.52. Beach 
area. Looking at further areas nearby. Will 
call once airbourne for updates.

JRCC

442 Corm AC
JTFP/BWOC

2:10:00 PMC241

Demand wrt the reg sp that JRCC would 
need in pdo augmentation. Anticipate RFA 
from CCG.

JTFP/BWOC

J3/N31
JTFP/BWOC

2:10:00 PMR315

Initial -> JOPG. Initial info brief. JOPG incl. 
PAO, HSS J3 Ops, ACCE(P), N31, N36, J4 
(mar). Close coord with JRCC needs.

Branches, Head
JTFP/BWOC

D/O3
JTFP/BWOC

2:10:00 PMC809

Up to 7 LO coming to JRCC (BCEHS, EMBC, 
RCMP, BCF, ROC, have not contacted BC 
Coroner or JHSS yet). For OPSEC purposes, 
separating BWOC + JRCC.

RJOC SWO

JTFP/BWOC

Olsen

JRCC

2:10:00 PMC630

Vessels depart homebase (RCM SAR 20/36 
ETA 35 min, 25/8 ETA 45 min, 29/34 ETA 
50 min, 31 ETA 55 min)

MCTS QSP to JRCC
JRCC, MCTS/ROC

RCM SAR
On Scene

2:10:00 PMC217

Notifies that MAJMAR has been declared + 
requests info.

PS
Federal

GOC
Federal

2:10:00 PMC104

CCG sent a NINP (National Incident 
Notification Procedure) email @1400. GOC 
should disseminate.

PS
FederalCCG

2:10:00 PMC460

Re: Tweeting BCF media; drive BC & tran 
BC and supporting comms.

??

MOT (COMMS)
Provincial

2:10:00 PMC267

Liefrafts in park. Notify section head who 
notifies exec.

??

MOE (BC Parks)
Provincial

2:10:00 PMC259

Do you have any further info on #'s of 
casualties, location, etc?

BCEHS

MOH (D/O)
Provincial

2:10:00 PMR344

Be advised BCEHS has been notified of major 
incident involving a BC Ferry. Rough #'s please. 59 
approx - determining patient triage areas and 
activating internal resources at this time.

MOH (D/O EM)
Provincial

EMO
BCEHS

2:10:00 PMC868

Forwarding CTV News request to BCF.

BCFEMBC

2:10:00 PMR346

Tasked TC 951

TCJRCC

2:10:00 PMJRCC ROD

MSOC take over NINP

MSOCJRCC

2:10:00 PMJRCC ROD

Request come to ICP (BWOC) @ JRCC Esq.

TC
FederalJRCC

2:11:00 PMC646

Ask IOS about space, rooms, etc. for ER

MCTS/ROCMCTS/ROC

2:11:00 PMMCTS/ROC ROD

Air support notified - standby for 
destinations. Air support to secure contract 
helicopters for 180. Ambulance staging 
Sydney.

BCEHS

2:11:00 PMBCEHS ROD

# of pers injured requested.

BCF

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:11:00 PMR256

Are you aware of the BCF event? Are you 
activating an EOC? Do you have needs?

CRD/SSI EA
Local AuthoritiesEMBC

2:12:00 PMC279

ROC rep/liasion to PECC ETA 45 min

JRCC

ROC
MCTS/ROC

2:12:00 PMC464

Discussion on sending PS LO to ROC.

CCG (OIC)
MCTS/ROC

PS (Manager)
Federal

2:12:00 PMC96

Advise that PS is providing LO to CCG ROC

EMBC

PS
Federal

2:12:00 PMC100

300,000 L DFO, 15,000 L LO lube oil; 
suspected undeclared dangerous goods fire 
(explosion).

TC
Federal

CCEL (Ship Master)
BCF

2:12:00 PMC145

Do civ health partners anticipate requiring 
additonal capacity and support from CAF 
HS?

??

JHSS
JTFP/BWOC

2:12:00 PMR300

ROC to send liasion to PECC. ETA 45 min.

EMBC

ROC
MCTS/ROC

2:12:00 PMC468

Info received from BCEHS. Major maritime 
incident BC Ferries. Rough # 59 approx. 
Determining patient triage areas, 
activating internal resources at this time.

VIHA (D/O)
Provincial

MOH (D/O)
Provincial

2:12:00 PMC271

EOC activation level 1. Activating SS1/SG1 
EM program. Liasion officer into Keating. 
Needs? Reception centres, possibly 
tranportation? 

EMBC

CRD

Local Authorities

2:13:00 PMC679

Task Sea Kings to respond

CAOC
JTFP/BWOC

Air Controller
JRCC

2:13:00 PMC645

Discuss best drop point for injured. Discuss 
best landing sites for helo evac injured to 
hoispitals.

BCEHSJRCC

2:15:00 PMC649

Approved - LO to ROC. What is ETA?

PS
Federal

ROC
MCTS/ROC

2:14:00 PMC472

When you get on scene, your priority is to 
keep rafts from drifting ashore/keep an eye 
for PIW.

RCM SAR
On Scene

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:14:00 PMC165

Request addiitonal BCF to assist transfer of 
people/make lee of use marshall boats

JRCC

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:15:00 PMC185

Invite LO to JRCC; please provide ETA + 
name  (SAR response focus).

ECC
EMBC

ICP
JRCC

2:15:00 PMC654

RE: RFI. Please call PECC for info.

PS
FederalEMBC

2:15:00 PMC292

Do you anticipate CAF HS?

VIHA (D/O)
Provincial

MOH (D/O)
Provincial

2:15:00 PMR350

(Federal Regional Partners) Info Notice to 
Federal Coordination Group & Federal 
Coordination Workiing Group, GOC and 
EMBC - Request SA from all partners.

FCG/FCWG

Federal

PS

Federal

2:15:00 PMC123

In the PS Info Notice there is a request for 
federal partners in EMBC to provide SA 
updates (this is routine as per practice/
SOPs).

FCG/FCWG

Federal

PS

Federal

2:15:00 PMR7

Advised that Outer Gulf Islands RCMP & 
Saltspring Islands (detanchment boats) on 
scene at Walker Hook, Saltspring Island.

JRCCRCMP

2:15:00 PMC159

Request: can you help us move ambulances 
& crews from Sydney to SSI and back again 
w/dedicated ferry?

BCFBCEHS

2:15:00 PMR321

Request #'s of POB, additional BCF to use 
as place of refuge is possible from lee/use 
marshall boats.

CCEL (Ship Master)
BCF

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:15:00 PMC181

Invite LO to JRCC. Please provide ETA + 
name.

BCF

Olsen
JRCC

2:15:00 PMC658

Cape Naden reports triage & transport 
officer on board life rafts to begin triage.

JRCC

MCTS
MCTS/ROC

2:16:00 PMC907

ICP @ JRCC set up. Request MSOC be 
responsible for NINP. Send rep to JRCC for 
updates + approval before sending out.

MSOC

MCTS/ROC

RSMS

JRCC

2:16:00 PMC650

Ganges to send triage + transport officer to 
liferafts

MCTS (QSP -> JRCC)
MCTS/ROC, JRCC

Cape Naden
On Scene

2:16:00 PMC531

How many life rafts are there and where 
are they?

??

RCM SAR
On Scene

2:16:00 PMR271

Is WCMRC on standby? Any injuries? 
Anchored? What is BCF proposed plan of 
emergency mangement? Vessel stable?

BCF

TC

Federal

2:17:00 PMR24

Abandon ship. 14 rafts + 2 rescue boats in 
water. 2 PIW. Please assist rafts.

RCM SAR
On SceneJRCC

2:17:00 PMC673

Abandon ship complete: 14 rafts & 2 
rescue boats in water. 2 PIW jumped in. 
Head count in progress.

JRCC

MCTS
MCTS/ROC

2:18:00 PMC903

1 staff avail, will move to JRCC to support 
RSMS as req'd

RSMS
JRCC

MSOC
MCTS/ROC

2:18:00 PMC476

Requesting PS LO to PECC

PS
FederalEMBC

2:17:00 PMR348

MSOC rep enroute

JRCC

2:18:00 PMJRCC ROD

CCG & MOE have agreed to establish ICP 
for enviro response at Institute of Ocean 
Sciences

EMBC

MOE (EEP)
Provincial

2:18:00 PMC272

Abandon ship complete: 14 rafts & 2 
rescue boats from CCEL in water. 2 people 
in water.

MCTS (QSP -> JRCC)
MCTS/ROC, JRCC

CCEL (Ship Master)
BCF

2:18:00 PMC141

BCF has tasked SOBC, Maya Queen, Queen 
of Cumberland + Salish Eagle responding to 
scene.

On SceneBCF

2:18:00 PMC142

14 life rafts off Benmohr Rock

RCM SAR
On Scene

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:19:00 PMC173

ROC to spool up all avail CCG helos.

??

ROC (Air Cont)
MCTS/ROC

2:19:00 PMC689

Abandon ship complete. 14 rafts + 2 rescue 
boats. 2 PIW. Have tasked RCM-SAR to 
rescue life rafts. Please send SAR 2 people 
who jumped in water.

CCGH Moytel

On SceneJRCC

2:19:00 PMC677

Looking for GSAR team availability on SSI/
SGI

CRD ER/SSI/SGI
Local AuthoritiesEMBC

2:19:00 PMC264

Legend

Receiving Org

??

All PA

BCEHS

BCEHS

BCF

EMBC

EMBC

EMBC, JRCC

EXCON

Federal

JRCC

JRCC, EMBC

JRCC, JTFP/BWOC

JRCC, MCTS/ROC

JRCC, MCTS/ROC, JTFP, 
On Scene (CCEL, VOO)

JRCC, MCTS/ROC, JTFP/
BWOC, On Scene (CCEL, 
VOO)

JTFP/BWOC

Local Authorities

MCTS/ROC

MCTS/ROC, JRCC

MSTC/ROC, JTFP, JRCC/
BWOC, On Scene (VOO)

MSTC/ROC, JTFP/BWOC, 
JRCC, On Scene (VOO)

On Scene

On Scene, JRCC

Provincial

RCMP

RCMP

Icon

contains None

contains Exclamation

contains Info

contains X

contains Question

Connector Legend

Recorded 
Information Flow

Inferred Information 
Flow

Unsupported 
Information Pathway

Inconsistent/
Conflicting Timeline 

Info

Uncertain Inferred 
Information Flow

In air & NASP pilot now contacting JRCC to 
deliver aerial surveillance

JRCC

TC
Federal

2:20:00 PMC179

A rep from RCMP senior mgmnt will attend 
ICP @ JRCC and participate in Unified 
Command. ETA 30 min.

JRCCRCMP

2:20:00 PMC139

Departing station.

RCM SAR 20
On SceneEXCON

2:20:00 PMC935

Departing station.

RCM SAR 8
On SceneEXCON

2:20:00 PMC931

RCM SAR 8 departing station.

MCTS/ROCEXCON

2:20:00 PMI8

RCM SAR 20 departing station.

MCTS/ROCEXCON

2:20:00 PMI7

SSI GSAR is separate entity independent of 
CRD. Activated by EMBC. No GSAR on SGI.

EMBC

CRD

Local Authorities

2:20:00 PMC218

BCF will give dedicated sailing of Skeena 
Queen for ambulance movement to SSI.

BCEHSBCF

2:20:00 PMC146

Confirm 2 cardiac patients (chest pain), 59 
smoke inhilation, 5 on wheel chairs.

BCFEXCON

2:20:00 PMI33

Passengers are evacuating in to three 
liferafts alongside the ferry. Scenario Inject 
Card missing/discarded.

On Scene, MCTS/ROCEXCON

2:20:00 PMMCTS/ROC ROD

ETA of PS LO 1445

ROC
MCTS/ROC

PS
Federal

2:21:00 PMC108

Will not be able to deploy to PECC. PS is 
sending LO to CCG ROC.

EMBC

PS
Federal

2:22:00 PMC122

Sitrep: Ganges 1/Cape Kuper to assist life 
rafts. Request school boats in Ganges be 
tasked for evac.

JRCC

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:21:00 PMC177

EOC activation on SSI/SGI Task #111123 for 
EOCs. LO welcome in PECC. Looking at 
transport options. R.C. okay if needed.

CRD ER
Local AuthoritiesEMBC

2:23:00 PMC276

Devin MacDonald is the S.M. PIO for this 
event. Looking to ensure we support your 
messaging. What has been shared w/
public?

PAO

JRCC

PIO

EMBC

2:25:00 PMC256

Request infrastructure support at SPH 
(tents, supplies). Hypothermic warming 
centres will be needed.

MOH (D/O)
Provincial

HEMBC-VI

Provincial

2:25:00 PMC252

Devon MacDonald S.M. PIO for event. 
Looking to ensure we support your 
messaging effort. Please keep us informed. 
What has been shread w/public & how?

PA

BCF

PIO

EMBC

2:25:00 PMC260

Notification of local activation and 
resources request

MoEd
Provincial

SD 64 Gulf Island
Local Authorities

2:25:00 PMC235

Would activate alt. D/O if possible and 
attend as LO to EMBC

CRD
Local Authorities

2:25:00 PMCRD ROC

SGI/SSI reception/ESSD's activated. No LO 
avail. to send to EMBC.

CRD
Local Authorities

2:25:00 PMCRD ROC

Request update on injured number

CCEL (Ship Master)
BCFJRCC

2:25:00 PMR392

Updated EHS with triage locations of 
Montague Harbour & Ganges

BCEHSJRCC

2:25:00 PMC657

F/V CAMOSUN CHIEF - seine vessel 
currently east side Active Pass, heading 
toward BCF to provide assistance.

MCTS
MCTS/ROC

VOO

On Scene

2:26:00 PMC871

Assist marshalling boats to control liferafts

RCM SAR 20/8
On Scene

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:27:00 PMC169

Searching for 2 people in water. MCTS 
broadcast re: people in water, navigate 
with care.

MCTS -> JRCC
MCTS/ROC, JRCC

SD
CCG

2:27:00 PMC535

JRCC advises drop points for pax & injured 
pax/crew. Preferred landing sites for helos.

MCTS
MCTS/ROCJRCC

2:27:00 PMC653

For JRCC: Advise drop points for pax, 
injured pax & crew. Advise preferred 
landing sites for helos.

MCTS
MCTS/ROC

2:27:00 PMR166

We need a rep to JRCC

BCF

RSMS
JRCC

2:27:00 PMC670

Searching for 2 people in water. MCTS 
broadcast re: people in water, navigate 
with care.

On SceneJRCC

2:27:00 PMOn Scene ROD

We need a rep at JRCC

RCMPJRCC

2:29:00 PMC725

Need R.C. sizes & off loading (shore points). 
Request expected duration & 
transshipment points. SITREP?

EMBC

CRD
Local Authorities

2:28:00 PMC683

F/V CAMOSUN CHIEF on scene at this time.

MCTS -> JRCC
MCTS/ROC, JRCC

VOO
On Scene

2:30:00 PMC547

On scene. Ganges x 2, RCM SAR 20, 8, 36, 
20. RCMP x 3. CCGH Moytel to transfer 
injured to Galiano Island.

JRCC (VAK)
JRCC

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:30:00 PMC189

Arrives on scene/Delta won't be on scene 
for another 20 min.

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

RCM SAR 36/20
On Scene

2:30:00 PMC210

Patrol Vessel Higgitt (RCMP) on scene. Able 
to assist as required for persons in water.

JRCC

P/V Higgitt
On Scene

2:30:00 PMC187

Both arriving on scene. Assisting to 
marshal lifeboats.

MCTS -> JRCC
MCTS/ROC, JRCC

RCM SAR
On Scene

2:30:00 PMC986

Request infrstructure & staff support at 
Saanich peninsula hospital (tents & 
supplies) to support hypothermic warming 
centres will be needed.

JHSS

JTFP/BWOC

MOH DO

Provincial

2:30:00 PMR352

CAOC Winnipeg - informed. 443 SQN - Sea 
King A/C + crew 2 hr alert availability. 19 
Wing Comox 442 A/C, 407 A/C + crew 2 hr 
alert availability.

JTFP/BWOC

ACCE(P) D/O

JTFP/BWOC

2:30:00 PMR101

EOCs at SDH, VGH, RJH are beginning to 
activate to monitor incident. No official 
code orange declared yet; pending further 
info.

VIHA/MOH (D/O)

Provincial

HEMBC

Provincial

2:30:00 PMC296

No liasion avail.

EMBC

CRD
Local Authorities

2:30:00 PMC687

Response: Yes, WCMRC contacted. Seaspan 
tugs asked for. V/C @ anchor, stable, 
winds from NE.

TC
Federal

CCEL (Ship Master)
BCF

2:30:00 PMC153

On scene. Ganges x 2, RCM SAR 20, 8, 36, 
20. RCMP x 3. CCGH Moytel to transfer 
injured to Galiano Island.

MCTS/ROCJRCC

2:30:00 PMMCTS/ROC ROD

Request additional ferry to scene

BCF

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:31:00 PMC539

CCGH Moytel: 8 liferafts deployed and 
being marshalled alongside the ferry.

MCTS/ROCEXCON

2:32:00 PMI20

Contact ICP for site specific info

JRCCEMBC

2:33:00 PMC304

TC Regional SitCen operational at 1435. 
Send CCG ROC reports to TC SitCen.

ROC
MCTS/ROC

TC
Federal

2:35:00 PMR28

Keep life rafts off beach. Separate serious 
life threatening injuries to be taken by 
Moytel ashore.

RCM SAR
On Scene

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:35:00 PMC162

Arrives on scene. 5 POB jet boat, 1 EMT & 1 
doctor, part of crew.

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

RCM SAR 27
On Scene

2:35:00 PMC990

EHS has secured M/V Skeena Queen to 
evacuate patients and transport 
ambulances as needed.

MCTS
MCTS/ROCJRCC

2:35:00 PMC681

2 reds from Galiano will be flown directly 
to Vic General. BCEHS staging to Fernwood 
on SSI.

BCEHSJRCC

2:35:00 PMBCEHS ROD

JTFP has limited # of tents, cots, heaters, 
blankets deployable in 24 hrs. Suggest 
checking municipal resources as well.

EMBC/MOH (D/O)
Provincial

JHSS
JTFP/BWOC

2:35:00 PMC798

Gulf Island water taxi has found crew and 
will be on scene in 20 min. 42 Mystaya 14 
kts, 48 Scholarship and 52 Graduate.

MCTS -> JRCC
MCTS/ROC, JRCC

Cape Naden
On Scene

2:38:00 PMR269

Request for 3 vessels from Ganges

On Scene

2:38:00 PMOn Scene ROD

Can you please provide an update on what 
is happening in Monatgue Harbour Parks? 
Is there any risk of spills?

PECC
EMBC

MOE (BC Parks)
Provincial

2:39:00 PMC227

Will TC send LO to CCG ROC? If so, ETA?

??

ROC
MCTS/ROC

2:39:00 PMC149

Start to plan for additional ROC support, 
hospitality, additional crew for LBS/ship.

MCTS/ROCMCTS/ROC

2:40:00 PMMCTS/ROC ROD

Request for approval holding line/MRLs/
social media tweet for PA

J3/CJOC/RJOC
JRCC, JTFP/BWOC

PA
JRCC

2:40:00 PMC573

Who was on the ferry? Request BCF to 
attend or work with EMBC on accoutning 
for those on board, as ESS would/could 
start a list of people they register. 

BCF

ESS

EMBC

2:40:00 PMR354

RCM SAR 25 arrives on scene.

JRCC, MCTS/ROC

RCM SAR 25
On Scene

2:40:00 PMC213

How many POB liferafts? What are 
casualties severity?

EXCON

RCM SAR 20/36
On Scene

2:40:00 PMR273

Senior BCF have conducted news interviews 
with multiple media outlets.

EMBCBCF

2:40:00 PMC150

TC Regional SitCen now operational

PS
Federal

TC
Federal

2:41:00 PMC204

8 RCM SAR boats holding rafts off beach & 
triage to craft. Ganges OSC while Moytel 
transferred to Ganges.

JRCC

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:45:00 PMC166

Need transportation (buses) from on shore 
site to R.C. and from R.C. to trans-shipment 
(Sturdies Bay).

EMBC

CRD/SGI
Local Authorities

2:42:00 PMC691

Any survivors going to SSI (Ganges) or Long 
Harbour (has ferry facilities - injured could 
go BCAS -> Lady Minto).

EMBC

CRD
Local Authorities

2:42:00 PMC695

"Immediate vicinity" will traffic to stop 
going in mayday area. How?

MCTS
MCTS/ROC

CCEL (Ship Master)
BCF

2:45:00 PMR152

1 Buff + crew 2000 L airbourne, 1 Corm + 
crew 1600 L airbourne, 1 CP140 + crew 
1930 L airbourne. Checking additional 
Corm + CP140 status.

ACCE(P) (D/O)

JTFP/BWOC

19 Wg OPS (Ops Officer)

JTFP/BWOC

2:45:00 PMC786

1 Sea King avail 1800 L airbourne, 1 Sea 
King avail 2000 L airbourne

ACCE(P) (D/O)
JTFP/BWOC

443 SQN (Duty Ops)
JTFP/BWOC

2:45:00 PMC794

Request set up triage officer + triage set up 
at Ganges dock with local RCMP.

CCGS Bartlett + CCGH Moytel
On SceneJRCC

2:49:00 PMC685

Do you have any casualty info and count 
that you can share with us as it comes 
available?

JRCC

JHSS
JTFP/BWOC

2:50:00 PMR304

CTV rolling footage of explosion on ferry & 
have posted it to social media. JRCC media 
line ringing constantly. PA have just arrived 
@JRCC and are responding IAW SA from 
SRSUM. Request SRR Comdr comment with 
news conference @1630 hrs @ CP&POs 
mess

Olsen
JRCC

PA
JTFP/BWOC

2:50:00 PMC566

Condition of CCEL? Is it listing? Any 
pollution?

BCF

MCTS (for ER)
MCTS/ROC

2:50:00 PMR168

Recovered 2 POB in water. Treating for 
cold shock hypo.

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

RCM SAR 27
On Scene

2:50:00 PMC551

On Scene

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

RCM SAR 8/34/31
On Scene

2:50:00 PMC198

Some residue from drencher system. Stern 
door may be open due to water needed to 
leave ship (car deck). STABILITY ISSUE. No 
list, no hull damage.

MCTS -> JRCC

MCTS/ROC, JRCC

CCEL (Ship Master)

BCF

2:50:00 PMC158

Set up joint news conf w/A/Commissioner 
and Radm MacDonald @1630 @ Capo's 
mess at CFB Esquimalt.

MCTS/ROC

J3
JTFP/BWOC

2:51:00 PMC694

Assign Bartlett to OSC. On scene 1456.

MCTS
MCTS/ROCJRCC

2:51:00 PMC661

No new patients. Deploy assets to Swartz 
Bay. Destination Fulford Harbour Road to 
Fernwood Dock. Report incident to 
command.

BCEHSJRCC

2:52:00 PMC690

TC H2 immediate notification #3 update 
sent to federal departments.

PS
Federal

TC
Federal

2:53:00 PMC208

Condition of vessel? Any observed 
pollution?

MCTS/ROC

ER
MCTS/ROC

2:53:00 PMMCTS/ROC ROD

2 people on RCM SAR. Being treated for 
mild hypothermia.

??

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

2:54:00 PMC170

JRCC is the command post for this incident. 
You need to send an LO.

EMBCJRCC

2:54:00 PMC702

Bartlett on scene to help triage @ Ganges.

On Scene

2:54:00 PMOn Scene ROD

EMBC will send an LO & MOE Lo re spill 
response activities.

JRCCEMBC

2:55:00 PMC308

Response to RFI requesting casualty info. 
Received casualty disposition and 
categories.

JHSS
JTFP/BWOC

BCAS LO
JRCC

2:55:00 PMC806

RCMP and EMBC to secure site at CRP

MCTS/ROC

2:55:00 PMMCTS/ROC ROD

Casualty distribution setup with BCAS. 
After triage, BCAS will transport to 
appropriate hospital. EHS units will 
communicate directly with ER when 
incoming.

MOH (D/O)
Provincial

HEMBC-VI (Jesse F.)
Provincial

2:55:00 PMC319

From J3 - Joint news conference w/ A/C 
Girouard & Radm McDonald. 1630 @ 
C&PO's mess CFB Esquimalt.

CCG (COMMS)
MCTS/ROC

ROC
MCTS/ROC

2:58:00 PMC480

PIW? Request direction wrt possible 
extraction of PIW or triaged patients from 
Mustering Point to hospital. On scene / 
Commander? Comms? Frequencies?

JRCC

442 Corm AC

JTFP/BWOC

3:00:00 PMR174

ETA on scene in 15 min.

JRCC

442 Corm AC
JTFP/BWOC

3:00:00 PMC249

Request Tasking TACON to JRCC/SRR. 1 
Buff, 1 Corm, 1 CP140, 2 Sea Kings.

CAOC Winnipeg D/O
JTFP/BWOC

ACCE(P) D/O
JTFP/BWOC

3:00:00 PMC802

Request PCC to set up short fuse news conf 
@ C&POs mess for N00 @1630.

J3
JTFP/BWOC

PA
JRCC

3:00:00 PMC562

Arrives on scene.

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

RCM SAR 31
On Scene

3:00:00 PMC202

Req direction wrt persons in water retrieval 
or transporting personnel/injured.

JRCC

442 Corm AC
On Scene

3:00:00 PMC245

A man who is not injured and speaks poor 
English becomes increasingly belligerent as 
crews are unable to locate his pregnant 
wife and young daughter. If unable to 
provide concrete reconciliation plans, the 
man becomes aggressive and physically 
violent wit

Galiano
On SceneEXCON

3:00:00 PMI13

Update - BCF Skeena Queen has been 
deployed from Swartz Bay to Fulford 
Harbour, incl. 6 ambulances, 1 MSU, 4 
extra (2 ALs) to augment.

MOH (D/O)

Provincial

EMO
BCEHS

3:00:00 PMC876

Bartlett OSC taking over from HC

MCTS/ROCMCTS/ROC

3:00:00 PMMCTS/ROC ROD

Ready the next NINP and updates every 1 
hr.

MSOC
MCTS/ROCJRCC

3:01:00 PMC706

From SSI EOC: Long Harbour is preferred, 
landing site on SSI drive to BC Ferries' 
infrastructure. BCEHS should be advised of 
the Lady Minto Hospital availability.

ICP

JRCC

PREOCC

EMBC

3:01:00 PMC283

Media response: coordination of when will 
JRCC be organizing media availability? 
Spokes? Location? Participation of other 
organizations red.

JRCC

DFO

Federal

3:02:00 PMR172

Confirm the quantity + type of DG on 
board.

BCF

ROC (Brady)
MCTS/ROC

3:02:00 PMR145

I have 15 POB, all with minor injuries. 
Where shall I transport these people?

VOO
On Scene

OSC
On Scene

3:04:00 PMR275

Arrives on scene.

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

RCM SAR 29
On Scene

3:05:00 PMC206

100 pers/liferaft. 60 injured on each, 2 
critically injured on each.

RCM SAR 20/36
On SceneEXCON

3:05:00 PMC939

No declared hazardous material on board. 
Suspect undeclared DG was cause of fire.

??BCF

3:05:00 PMC154

Where are the injured being transported? 
Montague Harbour or Ganges?

OSC
On SceneJRCC

3:05:00 PMR107

Is anyone looking into dealing with the 
ship? High winds - don't know if anchor will 
hold. Need tugs.

ROC
MCTS/ROC

RSMS
JRCC

3:05:00 PMC710

Task Corm to land @ Ganges to transport 
initial patients. 6 YYJ.

OSC
On SceneJRCC

3:05:00 PMC693

Request approved for news release & 
media conference for posting to MARPAC 
Social Media & sending to all local media.

J3

JRCC

PA

JRCC

3:06:00 PMC701

No buses from island currently avail. 
Recommend looking at school buses.

CRD/SGI
Local Authorities

PREOCC
EMBC

3:06:00 PMC287

Report # of people collected and states of 
injuries.

RCM SAR
On Scene

OSC
On Scene

3:07:00 PMOn Scene ROD

Request has been relayed to vessels on 
scene via MCTS. Stand by.

??

ROC
MCTS/ROC

3:07:00 PMC436

Inability to transport/protect survivors on 
Galiano @ Montague Harbour. Request 
442 to deliver overnight shelter, etc.

EMBC

CRD/SGI

Local Authorities

3:08:00 PMC680

How many persons?

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

RCM SAR
On Scene

3:09:00 PMR163

Confirm: Are you organizing press 
conference or are we? Do you need our 
support?

JRCC

COMMS
MCTS/ROC

3:09:00 PMR170

Yes we are organizing a press conf. Suggest 
send CCG Commander to C&Pos mess for 
1630 PA. Request support @JRCC.

BCF

PA

JRCC

3:09:00 PMC709

Is BCF looking into tugs?

BCFCCG

3:10:00 PMR155

NINP Sitrep ready for review + approval, 
then transmit to ROC-W for distribution.

RSMS
JRCC

MSOC
CCG

3:10:00 PMC483

Pass along info re: BCEHS response.

VIHA (D/O)
Provincial

MOH (D/O)
Provincial

3:10:00 PMC316

BCEHS Van Island district is being activated 
@ Leigh Road. PTN has been activated & 
has begun conversation with hospitals on 
where patients will be taken once they 
have been triaged.

MOH (D/O)
Provincial

EMO
BCEHS

3:10:00 PMC879

SITREP: C178, On Scene ROD 14:54, C181. If 
possible, RCM SAR will also transport ? If ? 
up on life rafts.

On Scene

3:10:00 PMOn Scene ROD

CCGH Moytel transport 20 injured to 
Ganges. VOO to transport 15 injured to 
Ganges.

JRCC

CCGS Bartlett
On Scene

3:10:00 PMC178

On scene overhead. Can provide comms 
platform and oversight.

JRCC

Buff R456
On Scene

3:10:00 PMC253

Yes, Seaspan @ Westshore terminal 
contracted by our Operations Security 
Centre (OSC)

MCTS/ROC

CCEL (Ship Master)
BCF

3:11:00 PMC138

BCF hiring Seaspan tugs @ Westshore 
terminal. Via BCF OSC.

JRCC

ROC
MCTS/ROC

3:11:00 PMC487

Task Corm + Buff

442 SQN/19 WG OPS
On SceneJRCC

3:12:00 PMC585

Land at Ganges to transport initial patients 
to YYJ

442 Corm AC
On Scene

OSC
On Scene

3:12:00 PMC182

BCF Security: Is there video evidence that 
shows the course of the fire? Is it 
accidental, electrical, intentionally set? Is 
the ferry a crime scene?

BCFRCMP

3:15:00 PMR27

Close the loop on BCEHS activities.

VIHA (D/O)
Provincial

MOH (D/O)
Provincial

3:15:00 PMC323

Pax/injured taken to Ganges CCG port & 
Montague Harbour. Helos and ambulances 
standing by at both locations. (Note: no 
dock at Long Harbour).

JRCCEMBC

3:15:00 PMC669

1 Buff, 1 Corm, 1 CP140, 2 Sea Kings tasked 
to support JRCC/SRR TACON.

ACCE(P) D/O
JTFP/BWOC

CAOC Winnipeg D/O
JTFP/BWOC

3:15:00 PMC810

News release sent to all local media. Media 
advisory sent to all local media inviting 
them to joint news conference @ Capo's 
mess @1630.

All local media, CJOC 
PA, RCN PA, J3, N00

JRCC

PA
JRCC

3:15:00 PMC705

Ganges break water dock evac spot. 
Request work with localfire, RCMP, EHS. 35 
patients already transferred.

PREOCC
EMBCJRCC

3:16:00 PMC714

Pass along info to CRD.

CRD
Local Authorities

PREOCC
EMBC

3:18:00 PMC331

What is the present status of the fire 
onboard? Has the vessel been abandoned? 
Any other DG onboard?

BCFTC

3:18:00 PMR38

Deploy helicopters to Monatgue harbour x 
2 / - critical patients taken there by SEA.

On SceneBCEHS

3:18:00 PMBCEHS ROD

Saltspring water taxi on scene & loading 
pax for Ganges. Mystaya - 42 POB, 
Scholarship 48 POB, Graduate 52 POB

MCTS -> JRCC
MCTS/ROC, JRCC

CCGS Cape Naden
On Scene

3:19:00 PMC527

Ganges harbour declared staging area

BCEHSJRCC

3:19:00 PMBCEHS ROD

Is Roger (A/C) avail for joint press conf with 
JRCC @ 1630 @CFB Esq?

ROC
MCTS/ROC

COMMS
CCG

3:20:00 PMC915

On scene. Oily sheen can be seen on water 
surrounding vessel.

JRCC

442 Corm AC
On Scene

3:20:00 PMC242

Talking to OSC Bartlett. They are requiring 
patient transport from Ganges Island to 
YYJ. Proceeding, requesting parking lot 
cleared for landing area. Will advise if 
suitable landing area found. SARTECHs 
dispatched to be used as req'd.

JRCC

442 Corm AC
On Scene

3:20:00 PMC257

Assuming the Cormorant is now on scene 
and within visual range, crew reports 
seeing an oily sheen around the hull of the 
ferry. 

442 Corm AC

On Scene, JRCCEXCON

3:20:00 PMI10

Vessel has been abandoned. No reported 
DG onboard. Fire is out of control.

TC
FederalBCF

3:20:00 PMC273

ER Coordination - @2200 conf call w/EC, 
TC, DFO, MOE, EMBC, HA

EMBC

ROC (Brady)
MCTS/ROC

3:21:00 PMC440

Notify that the BCEHS Doc activates. 
Conversations with PTN & hospitals for 
transport.

MOH (D/O)
ProvincialBCEHS

3:22:00 PMBCEHS ROD

SSI units set up triage @ Ganges

BCEHS

3:22:00 PMBCEHS ROD

SITREP: Re CCEL Evacuation complete; 20 
tractor trailer; some DG; Injury 2 crew 
broken ankle, 2 pax heart attack, ~ 50 
pssngr smoke inhilation; vessel at anchor 
and holding position. Stability issue, no list, 
no hull damage.

TC
FederalMCTS/ROC

3:25:00 PMC911

Bartlett to take 300 uninjured on board 
from rafts via workboat.

JRCC, MCTS/ROC

CCGS Bartlett
On Scene

3:27:00 PMC186

TC wants to know when FCG is.

PS
Federal

TC
Federal

3:27:00 PMR36

Awaiting SITREP (initial). Coordination call?

PREOCC
EMBC

CRD
Local Authorities

3:27:00 PMC684

Air Ambulance arrives at Montague 
Harbour. Stages with JRCC.

On SceneBCEHS

3:28:00 PMBCEHS ROD

Spirit class + coastal class 1000+ pax, 
Mayne Queen 400+, Cumberland 400+, 
May be in area

JRCCBCF

3:30:00 PMC281

When is the best time for FCG? Focus will 
be update on SA, consideration of potential 
resource codes and establish business 
cycle. Will coord provincial participation.

CCG (A/Commissioner)
MCTS/ROC

PS (RD/RM)
Federal

3:30:00 PMR31

Any larger vessels that could respond and 
p/v 1000 people and transfer

BCFJRCC

3:30:00 PMC737

Bartlett can take 300 people

JRCC

OSC
On Scene

3:30:00 PMOn Scene ROD

Corm on scene. Sheen(?) boats on scene.

On Scene

3:30:00 PMOn Scene ROD

LA request for supply drop @Montague 
Harbour for BCF evacuees. No 
transportation avail from Montague 
Harbour to RC.

JRCC

PREOCC

EMBC

3:31:00 PMC327

20 reds arrive Ganges

JRCC

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

3:32:00 PMC190

8 critical injured being tranferred to 
Moytel.

CCGH Moytel
On Scene

RCM SAR 27
On Scene

3:32:00 PMC214

Currently discussing FCG. Meeting with 
CCG (primary). Will advise.

TC
Federal

PS
Federal

3:32:00 PMC128

20 reds identified landing at Ganges

BCEHSJRCC

3:32:00 PMC726

Is there a place to establish a JIC?

JRCC

GCPE
EMBC

3:33:00 PMR359

Request from Brady @ ER. Request CCG 
Helo to pick up @ SSI for overflight.

MCTS/ROCMCTS/ROC

3:34:00 PMMCTS/ROC ROD

J02 PA overwhelmed. Request for PA 
augmentation from either CJOC/RCNDA/
Reserves or even PCC to answer phones 
with the approved holding lines/MRLs.

J3

JTFP/BWOC

PA

JRCC

3:35:00 PMC570

Notify all captains Ganges should be 
preferred destination

JRCC

Dispatch
BCEHS

3:35:00 PMC349

Confirmation of school ski trip w/30 
students from Victoria High School on bus 
on ferry

MoEd
Provincial

SD Vic
Local Authorities

3:35:00 PMC339

Skeena Queen arrives on at SSI; all units 
responding to Ganges, joinging triage. DS 
on scene @US(?) Command

BCEHS

3:36:00 PMBCEHS ROD

JRCC PA is overwhlmed. No plans as of yet 
for JIC. Suggest JIC be set up after news 
conf. Request PA augmentation.

CCG
??

PA
JRCC

3:38:00 PMC717

Air quality monitoring options ID'd. Truck, 
handheld units, portable kit. Tenita/
Quantum.

ROC (Brady)
MCTS/ROC

MOE-EEP
Provincial

3:39:00 PMC320

EMBC to lead coord call @ 1600 w/LA.

JRCC

PREOCC
EMBC

3:39:00 PMC295

EMBC to lead coord call for local authority/
local loo and other stakeholders @1600

ICP
JRCC

PREOCC

EMBC

3:40:00 PMC299

To Ganges for patient drop off

JRCCEMBC

3:40:00 PMJRCC ROD

6 ambulances x 12 preps, MSO x 2 preps, 4 
preps on Skeena Queen

JRCCBCEHS

3:40:00 PMC698

TC TDG are in reginal station + will liaise 
with ROC/ER on dangerous goods. Advise 
CCG ER DO.

ROC
MCTS/ROC

TC
Federal

3:41:00 PMC216

Advise that ER has requested NOTSHIP for 
area. Fernwood Pt & Beaver Pt east of 
Active Pass.

JRCC

ROC (ER)

MCTS/ROC

3:41:00 PMC491

TC TDG in regional SITCEN will liaise w/ROC 
on TDG. I would put TC in touch with ER 
Duty Officer.

CCG (ER)
MCTS/ROC

ROC (Brady)
MCTS/ROC

3:41:00 PMC495

Good to proceed with press conf. HC (AC?) 
avail @ 1600 for pre-brief.

JRCC

COMMS
CCG 

3:43:00 PMC919

For now SRR Comd CCG coming to initial 
NC @1630. Please send LO to JRCC. 
Request DFO send info to PA as req'd.

DFO
Federal

PA
JRCC

3:43:00 PMC721

Patients arriving Ganges Harbour. Please 
ensure reception centres being opened.

PREOCC
EMBCBCEHS/JRCC

3:44:00 PMC729

Patients arriving Ganges Harbour. Please 
ensure reception centres being opened.

PREOCC
EMBCBCEHS/JRCC

3:44:00 PMC729

Notifies that 20 reds landed on Ganges - 
being triaged by BCEHS.

BCEHS

3:45:00 PMBCEHS ROD

Sending 2 Comms advisors. Will be on-site 
@ 1900

JRCC

COMMS
CCG 

3:45:00 PMC900

R.C. @ High School. Transport via school 
bus.

BCEHS

PREOCC
EMBC

3:48:00 PMC303

Move EHS helos from Montague to Ganges 
to transport patients

JRCCEMBC

3:48:00 PMC674

Need survivor tracking system

EMBC

CRD/SGI/SSI
Local Authorities

3:48:00 PMC688

Advised 1st coordination call @ EMBC 
@1600

CRD
Local Authorities

3:48:00 PMCRD ROD

No students on ferry we are aware of 
(Swartz Bay -> Tsawassen) Tim @ SD for 
any organized field trips.

EMBC

CRD/SSI
Local Authorities

3:50:00 PMC692

Transporting first load of red patients to 
Victoria General. Returning back to 
Ganges. Estimating on scene again at 
1605.

JRCC
442 Corm AC
On Scene

3:50:00 PMC246

Corm offloading first laod. Returning now, 
estimating back landing Ganges at 1605 
looking for more reds.

OSC
On Scene

442 Corm AC

On Scene

3:50:00 PMC238

Looking for info on any school district 
students on ferry @ time of event

CRD/SSI
Local Authorities

PREOCC
EMBC

3:50:00 PMC307

Thanks for the support to PA. Pre-brief 
@1600. PA standing by w/N00. Will Imbo 
be @ NC?

CCG (Imbo)
??

PA
JRCC

3:50:00 PMC345

Provide initial SITREP 

GOC/FCG/FCWG/EMBC
Federal

PS
Federal

4:00:00 PMC124

Brief & initiate MAJMAR

RSMS
JRCCJRCC

1:50:00 PMC569 Unknown

CCG Helos to be tasked as internal 
additional assets

MCTS/ROC

1:50:00 PMMCTS/ROC ROD Unknown

Gulf is water taxi (2505375678). 3 boats 
Mystaya 40 POB, Scholarship 52 POB, 
Graduate 48 POB. Bill 2505375678

????

1:50:00 PMC515 Unknown

Request accurate pax manifest. Injuries?

Ops Centre
BCFJRCC

1:50:00 PMR390 Unknown

Broadcast an emergency exclusion zone 
over VHF. Fernwood Pt, Teece Pt, Beaver 
Pt, East entrance of Active Pass. NOTSHIP 
Request.

MCTS

MCTS/ROC

ROC (Brady)

MCTS/ROC

1:50:00 PMC432 Unknown

Request for info to all gov't info officers

??

GCPE
EMBC

1:58:00 PMC247

Discussion with PTN to decide what 
hospitals are going to accept patients

BCEHS

2:17:00 PMBCEHS ROD
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The following is a list of CAF doctrine and policy documents (with links14) that may be helpful in 

preparation for Ex2 Evaluation. 

CFCD 102(L) Royal Canadian Navy Combat Readiness/Training Requirements 

http://esquimalt.mil.ca/marpac/csd/Publications/Online%20Pubs/MARCOM%20PUBS/CFCD%20102(L)

%20Final.pdf (Access Date: 11 December 2018). 

CFCD 105(B) B-GN-181-105/FP-E00 Seamanship Rigging and Procedures Manual 

http://esquimalt.mil.ca/marpac/csd/Publications/Online%20Pubs/MARCOM%20PUBS/CFCD105(B).pdf 

(Access Date: 11 December 2018). 

CFCD 108 B-GN-108-000/FP-001 Naval Boarding and Force Protection Operations Manual 

http://esquimalt.mil.ca/marpac/csd/Publications/Online%20Pubs/MARCOM%20PUBS/CFCD%20108_O

perations%20Manual.pdf (Access Date: 11 December 2018). 

CFCD 124 Maritime Operational Test and Evaluation Guide (MOTEG), Revision 2, 10May2013, 

http://halifax.mil.ca/CFMWC/documents/dawb/CFCD124_MOTEG_Rev2_Ch1_10May2013.pdf (Access 

Date: 20 November 2018). 

CFCD 129 B-GN-005-RCN/RQ-001 Royal Canadian Navy Readiness and Sustainment Policy.15  

NATO Education, Training, Exercise and Evaluation Directive (Bi-SC 75-2, 2013), 

http://www.act.nato.int/images/stories/structure/jft/bi-sc-75-3_final.pdf (Access Date: 20 December 2018). 

                                                      
14 These documents are accessible on the MARPAC/JTFP intranet site: 

http://esquimalt.mil.ca/marpac/csd/Publications/Online%20Pubs/MARCOM%20PUBS/MARCOM%20Orignated%

20Pub.htm, (Access Date: 11 December 2018). 
15 This document is available in Word version on the MARPAC/JTFP website, however, it is outdated (2009). 

http://esquimalt.mil.ca/marpac/csd/Publications/Online%20Pubs/MARCOM%20PUBS/CFCD%20102(L)%20Final.pdf
http://esquimalt.mil.ca/marpac/csd/Publications/Online%20Pubs/MARCOM%20PUBS/CFCD%20102(L)%20Final.pdf
http://esquimalt.mil.ca/marpac/csd/Publications/Online%20Pubs/MARCOM%20PUBS/CFCD105(B).pdf
http://esquimalt.mil.ca/marpac/csd/Publications/Online%20Pubs/MARCOM%20PUBS/CFCD%20108_Operations%20Manual.pdf
http://esquimalt.mil.ca/marpac/csd/Publications/Online%20Pubs/MARCOM%20PUBS/CFCD%20108_Operations%20Manual.pdf
http://halifax.mil.ca/CFMWC/documents/dawb/CFCD124_MOTEG_Rev2_Ch1_10May2013.pdf
http://www.act.nato.int/images/stories/structure/jft/bi-sc-75-3_final.pdf
http://esquimalt.mil.ca/marpac/csd/Publications/Online%20Pubs/MARCOM%20PUBS/MARCOM%20Orignated%20Pub.htm
http://esquimalt.mil.ca/marpac/csd/Publications/Online%20Pubs/MARCOM%20PUBS/MARCOM%20Orignated%20Pub.htm
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List of Symbols/Abbreviations/Acronyms/Initialisms  

AAR After Action Review 

AIS Automatic Identification System 

ASCOPE Area, Structures, Capabilities, Organizations, People, and Events 

BC British Columbia  

BCAS British Columbia Ambulance Services 

BCEHS British Columbia Emergency Health Services 

BWOC Battle Watch Operations Centre 

C2 Command and Control  

C3 Command, Control and Communication 

C4 Command, Control, Communications and Computers 

CA Combat Assessment 

CAF Canadian Armed Forces 

CAX Computer-Aided Exercise 

CBM Confidence-Building Measures 

CBRN Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear 

CCG Canadian Coast Guard 

CCGS Canadian Coast Guard Ship 

CCIR Commander's Critical Information Requirements 

CDC Concept Development Conference 

CFMWC Canadian Forces Maritime Warfare Centre 

CoC Chain of Command 

COMEX Communications Exercise 

CONPLAN Contingency Plan  

COP Common Operating Picture 

CORA Centre for Operational Research and Analysis 

CORE Course on Research Ethics  

CPX Command Post Exercise 

CRR Capability Requirements Review 

D-CALC Defence Planning Capability Assignment Logic Calculator 

D-EFT Defence Planning Extended Fulfillment Tool 
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DGMPRA Director General Military Personnel Research and Analysis 

D-MIST Defence Planning Mission Study Tool 

DND Department of National Defence 

DOTMLPF-I Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership and Education, Personnel, 

Facilities, and Interoperability 

DOTMLPF-P Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership and Education, Personnel, 

Facilities, and Policy  

DRDC Defence Research and Development Canada 

D-RUM Defence Planning Requirements and Unit Matching Tool 

D-SIGN Defence Planning Scenario Information and Geographical Analysis Tool 

EEFI Essential Elements of Friendly Information 

EEG Exercise/Experimentation Evaluation Guide 

ENDEX End of Exercise 

EOC Emergency Operations Centre 

EOCX Emergency Operations Centre Exercise 

EX SASE 17 Exercise Salish Sea 2017 

Ex2 Exercise and Experimentation 

EXCON Ex2 Control 

EXDIR Exercise/Experimentation Directive 

EXPLAN Exercise/Experimentation Plan 

EXSPEC Exercise/Experimentation Specification 

FON Freedom of Navigation 

FPC Final Planning Conference 

FTX Field Training Exercise 

FSX Full Scale Exercise 

GCI+ Global Command and Control System-Maritime Command Interface+ 

GEOINT Geospatial Intelligence 

GUIDEx Guide for Understanding and Implementing Defense Experimentation 

G/Y/R/W/B Green/Yellow/Red/White/Black 

HREC Human Research Ethics Committee 

HUMINT Human Intelligence 

I&W Indicators and Warnings 

IPC Initial Planning Conference 
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IR Information Requirements 

ISR Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance 

ISTAR Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance 

J-DARTS Joint Defence Planning Analysis and Requirements Tool Set 

JRCC Joint Rescue Coordination Centre 

JTFP Joint Task Force Pacific 

KMS Knowledge Management System 

KT Key Tasks 

LL Lessons Learned 

MAJMAR Major Maritime Disaster 

MARPAC Maritime Forces Pacific 

MDA Maritime Domain Awareness 

MET Mission Essential Task 

METT-TC Mission, Enemy, Terrain and Weather, Troops and Support Available, Time 

available, Civil considerations 

MISPER Missing Person 

MOAG Maritime Operational Analysis Guide  

MOE Measure of Effectiveness 

MOM Measure of Merit 

MOOTW Maritime Operations Other Than War 

MOP Measure of Performance 

MOS Measure of Sufficiency 

MOTEA Maritime Operational Test and Evaluation Authority 

MCTS Marine Communications Traffic Services Centre 

MPC Mid-Planning Conference 

MSEL Master Sequence of Events List or Master Series of Events List 

MSOC Maritime Security Operations Centre 

MTL Maritime Task List 

M/V Motor Vessel 

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

NFS Naval Fires Support  

OCE Officer Conducting the Exercise 
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OGD Other Government Department 

OPLAN Operational Plan  

OR Operational Research 

OT&E Operational Test & Evaluation 

PAX Passenger(s) 

PIW Person in Water 

PMESII-PT Political, Military, Economic, Social, Information, Infrastructure, Physical 

Environment, and Time  

POB Persons on Board 

PRICIE Personnel, Personnel, Research & Development, Infrastructure and Organization, 

Concepts, Doctrine and Collective Training, Information Management, and 

Equipment Supplies and Services  

RAMP Rest and Maintenance Period 

RCM-SAR Royal Canadian Marine - Search and Rescue 

RCN Royal Canadian Navy 

RJOC Regional Joint Operations Centre 

RMCC Royal Military College of Canada 

SAR Search and Rescue 

SIGINT Signals Intelligence 

SITREP Situational Report 

SME Subject Matter Expert 

SOF Special Operations Forces 

SRR Search and Rescue Region 

SSRRB Social Science Research Review Board  

TTCP The Technical Cooperation Panel 

TTX Table Top Exercise 

US United States 
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jeux de guerre sur table, des exercices de simulation et en temps réel, ainsi que des expériences 
en direct. Pour gagner en efficience et éviter le dédoublement des efforts, un cadre de soutien 
aux exercices et aux expériences est proposé afin d’aider les ARO à évaluer ces activités. Le 
cadre est fondé sur une mise en œuvre progressive modifiée de différentes activités, à savoir 
amorcer, concevoir, élaborer, planifier, exécuter et évaluer l’exercice. Le présent rapport donne 
un aperçu par étape des activités des Forces armées canadiennes (FAC) et de l’équipe de 
recherche opérationnelle; il représente l’aboutissement de nombreuses années de travaux 
contractuels et internes. Les ressources et les renseignements pertinents y sont présentés, dont 
les catégories de données, les considérations d’ordre éthique en matière de recherche et une 
approche générale liée à l’élaboration de mesures du rendement. Le contexte est mis en évidence 
dans l’environnement maritime pour fournir des exemples et illustrer comment il est possible de 
développer divers éléments du cadre à un niveau de service unique et, au besoin, d’en élargir le 
champ d’application. Plus précisément, cet effort a mené à la création d’une liste de tâches 
maritimes canadiennes (LTMC) organisées selon un ordre hiérarchique et utilisées à l’étape de 
la conception. Cette liste est mise en œuvre dans un classeur Excel dynamique permettant de 
produire une liste des tâches principales (tâches, sous-tâches, etc.) pour un scénario donné. Elle 
peut fournir un niveau de détail plus élevé pour les tâches tactiques et comprendre des tâches 
qui ne sont pas uniquement propres à la Marine royale canadienne (MRC). Le principal objectif 
du présent rapport est de fournir des ressources aux analystes de la recherche opérationnelle 
pouvant être appelés à contribuer à la planification et à l’évaluation des exercices et des 
expériences des FAC. 
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